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The dissertation study focuses on the relevance of software to the math- 

science curriculum, according to secondary math and science teachers, and 

identifies topics for initial training aimed at preparing computer-novice 

teachers to use computers in instruction. Literature on technology training

indicates two prevalent approaches. While the two approaches to technology 

training are not necessarily at odds with one another, neither by itself

provides a strong foundation for technology training for secondary math and 

science teachers. M ath-science-specific technology training operates without 

a framework for development over time of a coherent set of technology 

competencies. General-competency technology training does not provide

definition around the needs of math-science teachers for state-of-the art 

technology for math-science instruction, particularly in light of today’s

m ath-sc ience  cu r r icu lu m  software.

The research questions addressed by this study are the following:

1. What types of software do secondary math-science teachers indicate as most

im portan t for m ath-science instruction?

2. What types of software do secondary math-science teachers perceive as

most important as a subject of training to prepare them for instructional 

use of computers?

3. What differences exist between teachers whose use of computers in

instruction is aligned with recommendations by standards bodies relative to 

instructional technology, and other respondents, in regard to Research

Questions 1 and 2?

A survey was conducted with a population of high school math and 

science teachers asking them to rate the relevance of various types of 

software to math-science curriculum and the importance o f  various training
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topics, which have been drawn from the literature on technology training. 

Their responses were analyzed to construct a framework for secondary math- 

science teachers of software that is useful for instructional purposes.

Teachers indicated that Data Manipulation Tools and Math-Science Curriculum 

Software are highly relevant to math-science curriculum. Respondents also 

assigned priorities to software for inclusion in technology training for 

computer novices who could be expected to begin using computers in 

instruction. Teachers gave highest priority to training with Data 

Manipulation Tools, especially spreadsheet and graphing software, and also 

gave high priority to training with one or more Math-Science Curriculum

software packages and with word processing.

Differences in response were noted between those using computers for

activities aligned with standards and all other respondents. Instructional 

users generally assigned higher importance to software relative to the 

curriculum, but both groups perceived similar priorities in regard to initial 

t r a i n i n g .

From these findings, a framework for initial technology training is

constructed which is shown to update and expand existing models for

technology train ing-- the general-competency model and the m ath-science- 

specific training model.
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Chapter 1 

The Problem

The integration of technology as a tool for teaching and learning in our 

schools has been a subject o f  controversy and interest for more than half a 

century. Larry Cuban (1986) in his classic Teachers and Machines: The 

Classroom Use o f  Technology Since 1920 recounts the ongoing struggle 

betw een proponents  o f  educational technology and teachers who resist 

technology use. Resistance to the use o f  technology, including computers, in 

instruction is attributed to many factors (Cuban, 1986; Office of Technology 

Assessment [OTA], 1995), including lack o f  access to reliable hardware, lack of 

appropria te  softw are , insufficient training, insufficient time in the schoolday, 

lack o f  technical support, and lack o f  technology leadership. With the advent 

of  powerful desktop computers (Finkel, 1990) and advances in math and 

science curriculum software (Dede, 1987, 1990; Kinnaman, 1990; Merrimack 

Education C enter [MEC], 1995) and recommendations from major standards 

organizations, such as the National Council o f  Teachers o f  Mathematics (NCTM) 

and the American Association for the Advancement of  Science (AAAS), for the 

use of technology in math and science instruction, there is a strong case for 

in tegrating  com puters  into math and science teaching and learning.

As with any innovation in education, technology integration requires 

staff development (David, 1990; Fullan, 1991; Joyce & Showers, 1980). The model 

of  s taff  developm ent considered most appropriate for integration o f  

technology in instruction is commonly referred to as technology training.
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Technology  training is here defined as skills development achieved through

d em onstra tion  of instructional techn iques using  com puters, hands-on practice 

with com puter software and hardware, and guided development of 

instructional materials and activities that incorporate computers. Based on the 

literature, it is recommended that technology training be accompanied by 

m odeling  o f  instructional practice with  technology, ongoing technical 

support, and coaching or feedback in the effectiveness o f  new instructional 

practices that integrate com puter technology (Franklin & Strudler, 1990; Joyce 

& Showers, 1995; Kinnaman, 1993; OTA, 1995). The study focuses on the 

re levance o f  software to secondary m ath-science curriculum and the content 

o f  associated technology training for secondary math and science teachers, 

and it seeks to identify the elements o f  training that are required for a math- 

science teacher to begin using com puters in instruction.

Divergent Approaches to Technology Training far___Mall) aM

Science E ducation

Litera ture  on technology tra in ing  indicates two prevalent approaches. 

One approach, which will be termed the “math-science-specific model o f  

technology tra in ing ,” favors intensive train ing in the use of s ta te-of-the-art

instructional technology o r  in m ath-science curriculum software. A nother 

approach, which will be termed the "general-com petency model o f  technology 

train ing,” specifies a general level o f  competency desirable for all teachers in 

support o f  using technology in instruction and in support o f  professional

r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s .
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M a t h - s c ie n c e - s o e c i f i c ___ te c h n o lo g y  t r a in in g .

A prominent approach to technology training, specifically  directed at

m ath and science teachers, is characterized by intensive training in

curriculum-specific software (Carleer, 1989; Ellis, 1990; Franklin & Strudler, 

1988, 1989, 1990; Jurkat, et al, 1991; Roseman & Brearton, 1989; Williams- 

Robertson, 1992). As with much of the training funded by E isenhower grants

and National Science Foundation grants, this training for math and science 

teachers introduces teachers to s tate-of-the-art software and related 

techno logy  (m icrocom puter-based  labora tories  and laser ho log raphy , for 

example) and focuses on application o f  these technologies in the classroom. 

The training is usually hands-on, and it may be accompanied by placement of

equipment and software in the partic ipant’s school. Often, the training is 

offered in a series o f  workshops with ongoing technical support and 

co m m u n ica t io n  between sessions.

This math-science-specific  technology training is designed to acquaint

a well-defined population o f  math and science teachers with current 

technology and to pass this experience along to the students in their schools. 

The development o f  teacher technology competency is restricted to one or a

few technologies in the context o f  the granting agency’s mission. It is not

related io a more general set o f  teacher technology competencies. Nor it is

necessarily related to a school d is tr ic t’s vision for technology. In most cases, it 

is also not related to established curriculum. Exceptions are the ENLIST Micros 

project (Ellis, 1990) and the Computers to Enhance Science Education project 

(Roseman & Brearton, 1989) which worked collaboratively with many schools 

to  integrate technology with the curriculum.

The initiative for m ath-science-specific  technology tra in ing  often 

com es from a granting agency or a university wishing to further the use of
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sta te-of-the-art technology in math-science instruction. The m oving force 

behind general-com petency  technology training is often  a regional resource 

center or teacher education institution wishing to meet the needs of all the 

schools in its region and to support local, regional, and state efforts at 

techno logy  p lann ing  and curricu lum  planning.

G e n e r a l-c o m p e te n c v  te c h n o lo g y  t r a in in g .

Several m odels exist for general-competency technology training. For 

example, the State o f  California (CA) proposed thirteen faculty competencies, 

grouped into Basic Awareness (such as operating a com puter and selecting 

software), Curriculum  Awareness (such as evaluating software and managing 

files on a common operating platform), and Technological Awareness (such as 

writing program s and preparing  instructional packages with  authoring 

languages) (CA, 1985). The International Society for Technology in Education 

(ISTE) set forth a different set o f  thirteen Foundation Standards for all 

educators in regard to technology, ranging from the ability to evaluate 

software, to an understanding o f  the ethical issues arising from computers in 

society (ISTE, 1992) . The Center for Educational Leadership through 

Technology (CELT) details almost two hundred S taff Technology Competencies 

(CELT, 1994). Merrimack Education Center (MEC) sets forth one dozen 

Professional Technology Competencies (MEC, 1995), grouped into Basic and 

Advanced competencies, aligned with one dozen Student Technology 

C o m p e te n c ie s .

These genera l-com petency  approaches to technology tra in ing  typically 

stress teacher com petency with the traditional com ponents  o f  “com puter 

literacy.” Computer Literacy is commonly defined as productive use o f  tools
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s o f tw a re -  word processing, database, and spreadsheet, and o ther components 

of popular W orks packages, such as Microsoft W orks and Claris Works.

An exam ination o f  professional developm ent cata logs and inservice 

workshops for N ortheastern Massachusetts, such as those provided by 

Fitchburg State College, Salem State College, University o f  Massachusetts 

Lowell, M errimack Education Center, the Chapter 1 Com puter Cooperative 

Center (C4), and the North Shore Education Collaborative reveals that many 

introductory classes and courses in technology for teachers are founded on 

the model o f  com puter literacy at the heart o f  the general-competency 

approach to teacher technology competency. T hat is, teachers take

instruction in W orks packages and develop professional materials using these 

packages. More recently, these organizations have begun instruction in use of 

networking, including Internet. Instruction in netw orking and in tools

software typically includes skills practice and a d iscussion o f  how the 

technology can be used in an instructional setting or in support o f  an 

educator’s professional role. Additional courses are offered in the specifics of

advanced software, such as PageMaker (for desktop publishing) and 

HyperCard (for developm ent of  instructional packages).

Advances in__ math-science software_and application__of tools

for  m a th -s c ie n c e  in s tru c t io n .

In the past several years, developments in m ath-science software have 

converged with NCTM and AAAS standards recommendations for greater use o f  

technology in m ath-science instruction. T o d ay ’s software for math-science 

instruction can enable a child to visualize and investigate mathematical and 

scientific concepts. Through QuickTime video on a computer screen, a student 

watches a plant grow and verifies the location and function o f  growth points.
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G raphica l  representa tion  combined with powerful com puter s im ula tion  helps 

a student explore the process o f  photosynthesis, varying such factors as the 

amount o f  light, the rate o f  absorption, and the activity of filters. Modeling 

tools allow the student to study the interrelationships between trigonometric 

functions/equations and changes in the objects that they are measuring.

Software such as Sunburst’s “ W hat’s Your Strategy: The Factory” 

requires students to analyze the process o f  creating a particular design and 

then recreate the process step by step. Software such as LOGAL’s “Biology 

Explorer: Cardiology” program allows students to explore the 

in terre la tionsh ips  o f  heart function, c logged  arteries and increased physical 

activity. Using probes, they can take m easurements of  their own and their 

pee rs ’ heart rates and analyze them according to factors such as diet, exercise

patterns, and sm oking history.

Appendix A shows various types of software available to schools today 

that m ight be included in technology training for math-science teachers and 

subsequently used in instruction in line with NCTM and AAAS standards. 

C lassifications take into account descrip tions o f  highly-rated software 

products  discussed in software catalogs, popular magazines about educational

technology, and articles and discussion by authors such as Dede, Tinker, and 

Kinnaman. The table includes general software tools and math-science

curricu lum  softw are, and it indicates curriculum  applications and professional 

applications o f  the particular type o f  software.

C om bined framework Con m ath-sc ience__ technology— training.

W hile the two approaches to technology training-- the m ath-science-

specific model and the general-competency m odel— are not necessarily at odds 

with one another, neither by itself provides a strong foundation for
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technology training for secondary math and science teachers. Math-science- 

specific technology training operates without a framework for development 

over time of a coherent set of technology competencies. General-competency 

technology training does not provide definition around the needs of math- 

science teachers for state-of-the art technology for math-science instruction, 

particularly in light of today’s math-science curriculum software.

One of the most highly regarded models for technology training is David 

M ou rsu n d 's  C om pute r-In tegrated  Instruction Inserv ice  (C I^)  model (Franklin 

& Strudler, 1988, 1989, 1990). The Cl^ model combines investigation o f  math- 

science-specific software with instruction in spreadsheet and database related 

to  science and mathematics. M oursund’s training package is still distributed 

by ISTE, and the ideas put forth relative to spreadsheet and database are still 

found in articles in popular journals such as Learning and Leading With 

T e c h n o l o g y  and T echno logy and L earn ing .

Robert Tinker, Chief Scientist with the Technology Education Research 

Centers (TERC) and contributor to national standards for math and science, 

argues that technology for use in math and science instruction should include 

both curriculum-specific technology and software tools. T inker has been a 

driv ing force in software developm ent for math-science instruction (Tinker, 

1984) and has spearheaded innovative uses o f  technology in math-science 

instruction, including the GlobalLab project, the National Geographic Society 

Kids Network, and various projects which employ computers in mathematics 

education. His N ational-Science-Foundation-sponsored projects, such as the 

Alice environm ent for educational telecomputing, are highly regarded.

T inker has promoted the use of microcomputer-based laboratories in 

schools and has been a driving force in the development and use of modeling
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and simulation software in math-science instruction. Nevertheless, he states 

t h a t

One o f  the most promising approaches to educational computing 

is to make extensive use o f  a few general-purpose tools such as 

graphing, modeling, and data acquisition utilities. By using these

general tools in math and science instruction, students gain an 

appreciation for the way computers are used in the larger world.

A num ber o f  problems relating to software acquisition and local

dissemination are simplified. In this case, the problem is not 

d issem inating the software but d isseminating ideas on how 

general-purpose software tools can be used in teaching. (Tinker,

1984, p. 101)

Tinker has captured several key issues in the struggle to define the

content o f  technology training for math and science teachers. His 

observations are true in 1995, as they were in 1984 when the development of 

math-science curriculum software was in its infancy. On the one hand, 

educational software that engages students in scientific investigation and

m athem atica l  m odeling  provides an exc it ing , authentic  learning opportunity  

for students, since these tools can be used by a wide range of teachers and 

staff. On the other hand, general-purpose tools can be applied to a wide range 

o f  real-world problems involving math and science, and the study and use of 

these tools is also important for students. Additionally, use of general tools in 

m ath and science instruction simplifies access to software and training. On

the other hand, today’s math-science curriculum software tends to be easier 

for teachers to learn and apply in the classroom than general tools software.

The dissertation investigates a framework for software and related 

technology training that combines software tools, particularly those tools like
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spreadsheet and graphing that are widely used with real-world math and 

science problems, and m ath-science-specific  instructional software. The

framework is reflected in the table in Appendix A. The study asked secondary 

math and science teachers to indicate the relative importance o f  types of 

software to math-science curriculum  and instruction and to professional 

responsibilities. The study also defines a starting point for training for 

secondary math-science teachers who are computer novices to prepare them 

for instructional use o f  computers.

S ta t e m e n t  o f  th e  P ro b le m

The case is made that technology training that incorporates

dem onstration, hands-on use, instructional application, and feedback is the 

favored approach for s taff  development to promote the integration of 

com puter technology in math and science instruction. Further, a framework 

for classify ing software and related technology training for math and science 

teachers is investigated, com bin ing  tools software, particularly data

m anipulation tools, and m ath-science-specific  software, such as those 

packages developed for inquiry and problem-solving activities, in line with 

NCTM and AAAS standards.

The problem addressed by the dissertation arises from two related 

situations. First, teachers have a limited amount of  time available for 

m astering technology and incorporating it into classroom instruction. It is

unrealistic  to expect teachers to partic ipate  in comprehensive training in 

tools  software and m ath-science-specific  software before im plem enting some 

technology in the classroom. Second, school districts have limited budgets for 

inservice training (OTA, 1995). It may be unrealistic to expect school districts 

to subsidize technology training that is not related to technology use in
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instruction. The literature on technology training does not agree on what 

training should precede classroom use. Experience with the ENLIST Micros 

(Ellis, 1990) project suggests that training with a few commercial software 

packages spec if ically  designed for math-science instruction is sufficient, 

while Lillie, Hannum, and Stuck (1989) would have us believe that teachers 

must be fluent with the full range o f  tools software before they can begin 

using com puters  in instruction.

The problem is that we do not have research-based measures o f  the 

relative im portance o f  various types of software for instructional and 

professional use by math-science teachers. Nor do we understand what 

technology train ing to provide com puter novices as preparation for 

instructional use o f  computers. If  we concentrate on general tools software 

training, there may be elem ents that m ath-science teachers regard as 

irrelevant for their needs. If we focus on data-manipulation tools training, we 

may be overlooking easy-to -leam  math-science software that is closely 

aligned with curr icu lum .

R esearch  Q u e st io n s

The study asked secondary math and science teachers to consider the 

broad range o f  technology training that might be made available to them, 

from the un iverse  o f  general-com petency technology train ing and math- 

science-specific technology training. Teachers were asked to discriminate 

among softw are that is highly relevant to secondary m ath-science instruction, 

software that can  enhance secondary m ath-science instruction; software 

which is useful in support o f  instruction (for example, to prepare materials 

and track student progress); and software that is unim portant for instructional 

use. Teachers were also asked to rate the importance of various types of
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software as topics o f  training to prepare them for instructional use of 

computers. Differences in response were analyzed between teachers already 

using computers in instruction and those who do not currently use computers 

in in s tru c t io n .

The following questions were the focus o f  this research study:

1. What types o f  software do secondary math-science teachers indicate as most

im p o rtan t  fo r  m ath -sc ience  ins truc tion?

2. What types o f  software do secondary m ath-science teachers perceive as

most important as a subject o f  training to prepare computer novices for

instructional use o f  computers?

A related issue addressed by the study was motivated by the experiences 

common to today’s teachers. Many who do not use technology are unaware of 

the advances in math-science software. Many teachers who are computer 

novices are only fam iliar  with the general-com petency  technology training 

model. It is important to understand any differences in their perception of 

software and technology training, compared to that o f  computer-using 

teachers, so that their expectations for training can be addressed and 

managed. A third question addressed by the study was the following:

3. What differences exist between teachers whose use o f  computers in

instruction is aligned with recommendations by standards bodies relative to 

instructional technology, and o ther respondents, in regard to Research 

Questions 1 and 2?
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Sign ificance  q£ Ul£ Study

Having answers to these questions will provide a basis for planning 

techno logy  tra in ing  for secondary m ath-science teachers aimed at preparing  

teachers,  par ticularly  computer novices, to use computers in m ath-science 

instruction. U nderstanding which train ing is useful for instructional

purposes will help school districts decide how to prioritize their limited 

t ra in in g  budgets .

Currently , there is no agreed-upon framework for categorizing, 

d iscussing , and prioritizing math-science instructional software. The study 

yields such a framework by considering a broad range of software available 

for instructional purposes, measuring teach e rs ’ perceptions o f  the relative 

im portance o f  various software, and validating a construct for ca tegories o f  

s o f tw a r e .

The resulting framework for math-science software is also useful for 

persons concerned  with funding and provid ing  technology training for math- 

science teachers. Possible application areas are policies for fundamental 

training for teachers, a framework for delivery o f  training, and a basis for 

identify ing  levels or  areas o f  com petency with math-science instructional 

t e c h n o l o g y .
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Chapter 2 

Review of the Literature

Technology training for math and science teachers has been a subject

of interest for more than a decade. The literature indicates rapid and exciting 

advances in math-science curriculum software over the last decade. The 

literature also indicates that two schools of thought exist concerning what 

technology training should be provided for math-science teachers: one

approach focused on math-science curriculum software; one focused on 

general competencies for all educators. An overview of advances in math- 

science curriculum software provides the starting point for the literature 

review for this dissertation study.

In the last decade, developers of math-science curriculum software 

have paid attention to national standards for math and science and reflected

the requirements of  standards associations in their software product design. In 

mathematics, where the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) 

standards emphasize problem solving, communication, reasoning, and 

mathematical connections, Donovan & Sneider (1994) note that “Technology is 

a natural complement to many of these skills areas... the use of calculators and 

computers shift the focus away from pencil-and-paper symbolic manipulation 

toward conceptual understanding, symbol sense, and mathematical m odeling.” 

(p. 42).

Science standards from the American Association for the Advancement 

of Science (AAAS) are set forth in the 1989 Science for All Americans, which
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laid out essential science concepts for high school graduates, and the 1993 

Benchm arks for Science Literacy which gave grade-level recommendations 

for science education. Inquiry learning is emphasized in these science 

standards. Technology is seen “as a tool of inquiry to gather, analyze, and 

interpret data; as a means to improve investigations and communications; and 

as a subject of study in making connections between science and technology, 

and between the natural and the designed world.” (Donovan & Sneider, p. 15).

M ath-sc ience curriculum software today em phasizes  inquiry-centered , 

process-oriented learning, the result of many years of product development 

and field testing. Kinnaman (1990) surveyed the software developments in 

place at the turn of the decade. He looked at the “network science” model 

being developed by TERC; Papert’s successor to “LOGO,” “MicroWorlds” ; Judah 

Schw artz’s inquiry software for mathematics and science, “Geometry 

Supposer” modeling and visualization software; the Institute for Research on 

Learning’s use of “dynagrams” for modeling and simulation and student use of 

multimedia to create reports; BBN’s LOGAL modeling and simulation software; 

and Education Development Center’s “Journeys” software for inquiry learning 

in a problem-centered curriculum. Many of these products, now fully

available on standard platforms for schools, were developed in light of NCTM 

and AAAS standards emphasizing technology in math and science instruction.

The table in Appendix A indicates highly-rated math and science 

software aligned with goals for student achievement with technology. Sources 

for the table are ASCD’s Only the Best. Learning and Leading with Technology.

T echnology and L e a r n i n g . E lectronic L ea rn in g , and contributions from

participants in Merrimack Education Center’s pilot “PALMS Educational 

Technology Specialist” training conducted during the Spring and Fall of 1995.
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The use of computers for instruction plays an important role in the 

restructured school (David, 1990), and teachers play a critical role in 

technology innovation (Joyce & Showers, 1980; Fullan, 1991). Use of 

m ultim edia and other technology increases student motivation for learning by

providing multi-sensory learning experiences and a high level of interaction 

(Thomas & Knezek, 1991). Cooperative learning is emphasized, and creative 

projects stimulate thinking and teamwork. The impact on the curriculum is 

significant. In the words of Thomas & Knezek, “No longer must the 

curriculum  avoid processes that require students to carry out tedious 

operations, such as elaborate calculations, precise graphics, or complex data

analysis.” (Thomas & Knezek, 1991, p. 271)

Instructional technology creates a greater need for a collegial 

approach, and the result is often integration of programs and inter

disciplinary teaching through teamwork. According to Thomas & Knezek.

teachers are the ones who should evaluate new and emerging technologies for

instruction and should be key decision makers, in the use of software in 

classrooms. This dissertation study acknowledges the crucial role of the 

teacher in assessing software and applying it in instruction. While many

teachers are not currently using software in instruction, those who do use it 

have, through their experience, developed a sense of the importance or 

relevance of particular types of software for instruction and about the 

learning process involved for teachers to integrate software in instruction.

The situation in Massachusetts is such that integration of technology

th roughout the m ath-science curriculum  will require introducing many

teachers to instructional software and developing in them the confidence and 

competence to use it effectively in the classroom. The “Training Model” of 

staff development (Sparks & Loucks-Horsley, 1989) may be the most efficient
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means for large numbers of teachers to view demonstrations with exemplary 

software, to develop materials and instructional activities that integrate 

software, and to receive feedback as they practice. The combination of

demonstration, feedback, and coaching inherent in the training model are

necessary for skill development (Joyce & Showers, 1980).

In general, the staff development literature offers the following the

characteristics of a good training program for technology skill development 

and application in instruction:

• Training is on-going (Kinnaman, 1993)

Training is hands-on with expectations for application and

feedback (Davis, 1993; OTA, 1995)

• Training is accompanied by modeling and demonstration (Joyce &

Showers, 1995; OTA, 1995)

• Training is backed by knowledgeable support and coaching

(Beasley & Sutton, 1993; Joyce & Showers, 1995)

• Training is done collaboratively, preferably on-site, with other

teachers at the same grade level or subject (Kinnaman, 1993)

• Training focuses on classroom use, with attention to issues of 

pedagogy (Joyce & Showers, 1995; OTA, 1995)

• Training is geared to specific needs, which change as the 

technology changes, and which should be driven by the 

curriculum (Franklin & Strudler, 1990; Loucks-Horsley & 

Stiegelbauer, 1991; Joyce & Showers, 1995)

The content of training activities is a key consideration. Sparks & 

Loucks-Horsley (1989) advocate having participants get involved in the needs 

assessment and selection of content. This dissertation study takes the approach 

that, while teachers are not being asked to take full responsibility for their
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training, those who are users of instructional software can act as advisors on

training content. Those who are not currently users o f  technology are also

asked to participate so that their expectations for technology training can be

understood and addressed.

Knowing where teachers are in their usage of technology will help in 

planning technology training for a range of teachers (Sprinthall & Thies-

Sprinthall, 1983). For example, schools in Massachusetts have generally not

had computers available for instruction (CELT, 1994), and the most critical

need in Massachusetts is to determine the starting point for novice computer 

users who will be expected to integrate computers in instruction.

The literature indicates a divergence of thought concerning the

content of technology training for teachers. For the past six or seven years, 

many technology training programs have emphasized instruction in the use 

of traditional software tools (word processing, database, and spreadsheet). 

Scrogan (1989) was typical of those who interpreted the 1988 Office of 

Technology Assessment report as calling for a focus on software tools. In 

Scrogan’s words, a “tool” focus translates to “Help teachers view and use the 

computer first as a tool for personal productivity. A teacher who has been 

personally empowered by the computer will eventually want to empower 

students in the classroom.” (p. 84) However, research has shown that one does 

not necessarily follow the other (OTA, 1995). Scrogan’s interpretation did not 

indicate how long “eventually” might be or what additional training might be 

needed to move teachers from personal productivity to classroom use.

The next two sections of this literature review discuss a variety of 

approaches to technology training, divided into two main categories: m a t h -  

sc ience-spec if ic  tech n o lo g y  tra in ing  that has tended to focus narrowly on 

math-science curriculum  software and the general-com petencv  m odel of
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te c h n o lo g y  t ra in in g  that has tended to focus on productivity tools. Each of 

these approaches offers important insight into the technology training needs 

o f m ath -sc ience  teachers.

M fliJlr-Science-Specific  T ech n o logy  T r a in in g

T echnology  training with today’s m ath-science curriculum software 

may offer the most expedient means for high school math and science 

teachers to begin using computers in instruction, even those who are novices 

with computers. Much of today’s software is easy to learn and yet powerful 

enough to o ffer progressively sophisticated teaching and learning 

experiences for a wide range of students and learning styles. Using math-

science curriculum  software as the starting point for technology training is 

not a new approach. Math-science-specific technology training, the term 

used by this dissertation study for this approach, has been in common practice 

for at least a decade.

In his “Preparing Science Teachers for the Information Age,” Ellis 

(1990) cites dozens of approaches for training science teachers to use 

computers in instruction. Noting that there is no consensus on what teachers 

need to know and be able to do with computers in science teaching, he poses 

the question, “ Is computer literacy the same for a science teacher as it is for 

other teachers?” (p. 57). Ellis investigated a variety of introductory courses at 

universities and concluded that general training in software tools, such as

word processing, database, and spreadsheet, did not result in science teachers

using computers for instruction. He also surveyed eight approaches to

technology training for science teachers which resulted in use of computers 

in instruction after one year of training. Included was his own “ENLIST 

Micros” project, which resulted in instructional use of computers by
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participants during the first year and in subsequent years. E ll is ’s successful

approach and that o f  several other studies he surveyed are worth discussing in 

some detail as a foundation for this dissertation study.

E llis’s “ENLIST Micros” project focused on application of 

m icrocomputers in science teaching and development of  teaching materials

incorporating computers and other instructional tools. Teachers in this 

program were expected to achieve competence with instructional uses of  

com puters,  including sim ula tion , d ri l l-and-practice ,  tutorial,  m icrocom puter-  

based laboratories, and problem solving.

Another successful training model, the “EQUALS” program at B erkeley’s 

Lawrence Hall o f  Science, provided a series of workshops for inservice 

teachers with assignments and support between sessions. The topics addressed 

by the training were thinking skills, problem solving, software evaluation, 

and LOGO programming.

M o u rsu n d ’s successfu l “C om pute r-In tegra ted  Instruc tion  In se rv ice”

( C I ^ ) offered eight two-hour sessions focusing on the use of computer tools-- 

specifically database and spreadsheet-- and development of  lessons and

activities in science education. Between sessions, participants were 

encouraged to apply their lessons with students and report their experiences.

Problem-solving was an important focus of the workshops.

The following table provides a summary of Ellis’s eight models for

successful preparation o f  science teachers to use computers in science 

instruction. The eight are followed by three other models that are described in 

succeeding paragraphs o f  this section:
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E&amftl&S of Math-Science-Specific Training
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I n v e s t i g a t o r Pr o j e c t Focus

Ellis, BSCS ENLIST Micros Integrating  ed u c a t io n a l  technology 

into extant science programs; 

computer uses include simulation, 

m ic ro c o m p u te r -b a se d  lab o ra to r ie s ,  

and problem solving software

McCarthy, Bank 

Street College

M a th e m a t ic s ,  

Science and 

T e c h n o lo g y  

T eacher  Education

Implementation of “The Voyage of 

the M im i” instructional program 

(includes video, com puter software, 

and probes)

M o u rs u n d ,  

University of 

O re g o n

C o m p u te r -  

I n t e g r a t e d  

I n s t r u c t i o n a l  

Inservice (C I^)

Integrating general com puter tools 

into curriculum; exploration of 

com m ercia l  so ftw are

S e l ig m a n n ,  

Ithaca College

E n h ancem en t of 

Secondary  Science 

L a b o r a t o r y  

I n s t r u c t i o n

Using computer for analysis of 

experimental data and for acquisition 

and m anipu la t ion
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Table 1, con’d.

I n v e s t i g a t o r P r o j e c t Focus

S u l l i v a n , Application of Electronics, developing strategies and

U niversity  of Electronics to materials for the classroom

W is c o n s in T each ing  high 

School Physics and 

C om puter Science

T w ee ten , Computers in the Logo and problem solving and

U niversity  of Science Classroom com puter applications in science

New Mexico e d u c a t io n

Watt, Education Teachers as Logo and problem solving and

D e v e lo p m e n t C o l la b o ra t iv e conducting a research project

C e n te r R e s e a r c h e r s :  

P r o f e s s io n a l  

D e v e lo p m e n t  

T hrough Assessing 

Logo Learning

Rosem an, Johns Computers to In tegra ting  com pute r  techno logy

H o p k in s  Enhance Science into extant science programs; topics

E d u c a t io n  include tools software, programming,

probeware, and leadership skills.
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Table 1, con’d.

I n v e s t i g a t o r Project Focus

Carleer, Dutch 

N ational Policy

S c h o o l - b u i ld in g

T e c h n o lo g y

T r a i n i n g

Selection of courseware; hands-on; 

development of instructional unit; 

im plem entation ; re f lec t io n /  rev ision .

W il l ia m s -  

R o b e r t s o n ,  

Austin  School 

D is t r ic t

Science and

M a th e m a t ic s

C o n so r t iu m ,

T e c h n o lo g y

I n i t i a t i v e

Softw are dem onstra tions;  hands-on 

practice in lab setting.

Ju rka t,  Stevens 

Institu te  of 

T e c h n o l o g y

Five New Jersey 

sc h o o ls

Inqu iry -based  softw are , in s truc t iona l  

practices, analysis of effective use of 

computer in classroom.

Ellis’s “ENLIST Micros” model served as a model for other training 

programs for math and science teachers, and it was replicated by other 

researchers. Borchers, Shroyer, & Enochs (1992) applied the model in the 

context of rural school science programs in an effort to increase the use of 

computers in science instruction in rural schools. During the first-year of the 

Borchers, Shroyer, & Enochs study, technology training was given with the 

aim of integrating computer use with classroom science instruction. It 

focused on application of microcomputers in science education, cooperative 

learning, and constructivist learning theory. Time was allocated for hands-on 

evaluation of software, and demonstrations of microcomputer-based
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laboratories. Teachers were expected to create action plans for their specific

situations, including how they would apply their learning in the classroom.

Follow-up seminars at the end of the first year included speakers and

demonstrations of telecommunications, “Voyage of the M imi,” and database 

and spreadsheet applications in science. After the first year, it was found that 

teachers’ use of computers in science teaching significantly increased, and 

teachers increased the ways in which they used computers in instruction.

Just as Ellis’s model has been successfully replicated, so has Moursund’s

Com puter-Integrated  Instruction Inservice (CI^) model. The CI^ Notebook for

Secondary Science (Franklin & Strudler, 1990) shows a focus on the following 

science applications, over the course of eight training sessions:

• Searching and Sorting Databases to Generate and Test Hypotheses

• Creating a Database for Testing Hypotheses

• Introduction to Hypothesis Testing Using a Spreadsheet

• Creating a Spreadsheet

• Integrating Spreadsheet, Database, and Word Processing

• Com m ercial Software

• Discussion of participant projects

Participants were expected to apply their learning in the classroom

with a choice of activities between sessions. Each was expected to develop a 

project for classroom use by the end of the eight-session instructional period. 

The approach is still used with science teachers, and it is regarded as an 

excellent example of computer integration in the science curriculum and of 

teach e r  technology  tra in ing .

The same is true of the Moursund’s CI^ Notebook for Secondary 

Mathematics (Franklin & Strudler, 1988), whose sessions include:
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• G raph ing  Equations

• S p r e a d s h e e t s

• P roblem  Solving

• D a tab ases

Geometry and Visualization

• In v e r ted  C urricu lum

• P artic ipan t project reports

The Notebook contains a summary of staff development research and 

practice and articles on the NCTM standards and impact of computing on

mathematics education. The program of instruction pushes teachers to look at

cross-cu rr icu lar  graphing opportunities. The com m ercial math software 

recommended in the 1989 edition includes programs still recommended and 

widely used to d a y -  for example, “Green Globs” and “The Factory,” both of

which em phasize high order thinking skills.

The training models for math-science teachers discussed by Ellis have 

been successful in the sense that they led to instructional use of computers. 

Several (Ellis, Moursund, Roseman) consciously incorporated Joyce & Show ers’ 

five com ponents  of training:

• t h e o r y

• d e m o n s t r a t i o n

• p r a c t i c e

• f e e d b a c k

• c o a c h i n g

All of them looked to previous training experiences that showed the 

efficacy of hands-on practice as the core instructional method. They 

emphasized concrete , practical application of computer courseware in the 

classroom. Between sessions, teachers were generally expected to practice
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their skills in the classroom, with support from knowledgeable colleagues in 

the ir  bu ild ings.

Also founded on Joyce & Showers’ model, Carleer (1989) reports on a 

project for school-building-level training for math and science teachers, 

using five steps:

1) selection of courseware

2) hands-on with the courseware

3) development of an instructional unit which integrates the 

c o u r s e w a r e

4 )  implementation with feedback from peers

5) reflection and revision

C arleer’s five-step training cycle took place over 3-5 months with 

development of lesson plans and implementation taking place between formal 

instruction sessions. Early evidence indicated increased confidence among

the newest users.

A slightly broader approach that also incorporated training in word 

processing is reported in Roseman & Brearton (1989). This multi-year 

collaboration between Johns Hopkins University and the Baltimore Public

Schools was designed to prepare teachers to use computers effectively in 

science instruction. Working with 100 teachers with varying levels of 

com puter knowledge, none of whom had used computers in instruction before 

the training, the Johns Hopkins program took the approach that the computer 

must become a tool in the hands of the classroom science teacher. The “tool 

focus” of this model is distinctly different from Scrogan’s. Topics were: 

assembly and set up of computers; word processing; database; spreadsheet; 

integration of applications; configuration and use of probes and probeware; 

programming; software evaluation. Teachers were required to produce two
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lesson plans for their classrooms, one using database or spreadsheet, one using 

probeware. A survey given to teachers after their training indicated that 75%

were now using com puters in instruction.

A more intensive training experience in Texas focused on math-science 

curriculum software for teachers who had some previous computer 

experience. Williams-Robertson (1992) reports on the Austin, TX, Science and 

Mathematics Consortium grant-funded project to upgrade the skills of math 

and science teachers throughout the city during a summer 1991 Technology

Initiative workshop. The workshop was structured as an eight-day learning

experience, with morning sessions focused on software and demonstrations in

the use of software in the classroom, and the afternoon devoted to hands-on 

lab time for practice and exploration. As a result, teachers reported an 

increase in the amount of computer use in the classroom and in the range of 

computer activities they use. In addition, 50% reported an increase in the 

usage of hands-on, cooperative  learning techniques generally  recommended 

with science education software.

Instructional use of computers in mathematics has been approached 

with a similar focus on curriculum software, hands-on training, and guided

application in the classroom. Jurkat, et al (1991) discuss a two-year program to 

improve math instruction through the use of computers. The Stevens

Institute, through the C enter for Improved Engineering and Science

Education, teamed with five New Jersey school districts to train teachers to 

change instructional practices with their existing classes. The training 

focused on software that would allow teachers to provide experience not 

normally possible without computers, used in an instructional context that

favored insight and understanding over “correct answers,” and which
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engaged the teacher in analysis of the effectiveness of the computer-based 

lea rn ing  ac tiv i t ie s .

At the start of the training, a few teachers had had some exposure to 

computers, but none had used computers in instruction. By the end of the 

first-year workshop, all were comfortable with computers, were confident 

with com puter-based materials, had identified opportunities for use in their 

classrooms, and were preparing to use com puter based activities during the

upcoming school year. During the second-year workshop, teachers focused on

high-priority  curriculum  areas for com puter integration, developed lesson 

plans, and planned the evaluation of their computer integration. The success

of the project is attributed to the collaborative relationships developed among

the teachers, the expertise provided by Stevens Institute of  Technology, and 

the ongoing nature of the support provided.

From the studies above, it is apparent that math-science-specific

technology training has resulted in early application of computers in 

instruction for novices and increased use of technology in math and science

classrooms for experienced users. Such training has focused on software that

is well matched to curriculum, and participants have been exclusively math 

and science teachers. In those cases where tools, such as those in the 

integrated Works packages (for example, Claris Works and Microsoft Works), 

were the software of choice, they have been approached from a curriculum 

focus. In the CI^ t ra in in g ,  for example, database software was chosen for 

students to test hypotheses, and spreadsheets were studied in relation to

modeling and visualizing mathematical concepts. The literature indicates that, 

in successful technology training for math-science teachers, teachers:

• see demonstrations of software
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• investigate software in the context of their curriculum  and their 

s tuden ts’ learning needs

• prepare lessons and activities using technology

implement com puter-based activities in the classroom

• receive coaching and feedback

The weakness with these approaches to technology training is that they

do not link the math-science teacher’s use of technology to an overall 

framework for professional development and technology training. The 

general-competency model discussed in the following section does provide 

such a framework, although it does not offer as much detail as the math- 

science-specific model above for planning technology training for math- 

science teachers to apply instructional software in their classrooms. Elements 

from both approaches may be needed to provide a comprehensive framework 

for technology training for math-science teachers.

Teacher Technology Competencies; Lkfi General-Competencv Model

Another body of literature addresses the general question o f  teacher

technology competency— that is, what do most teachers, not just math and 

science teachers, need to know about technology and be able to do with 

technology to use it in instruction and in support of their professional role? 

The answer to that question provides a general framework for technology 

training. Such a framework gives teachers and administrators a way to plan 

and track the progress of skills development and application in the classroom 

and in one’s professional role. Such a framework provides a set of 

competencies that can be developed over time and supported by a district-wide 

staff development program. A general-competency framework of this nature
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is missing in the math-science-specific technology training discussed in the 

prev ious section.

Much of the literature for a “general-competency model” of 

technology training is concerned with scoping the ideal, complete set of

technology competencies for teachers. Some, such as Mass Ed Online (CELT,

1994) and Merrimack Education Center (MEC, 1994) suggest a pathway to full 

competency over time. However, these studies generally do not indicate how 

training of the magnitude necessary to achieve full competency could be 

provided to most teachers within the constraints of professional time and

limited training budgets.

Courses, classes, and workshops offered by colleges of education and

regional resource providers tend to support the general-competency model of

technology training. Introductory courses focus on software tools (word 

processing, database, and spreadsheet) and are usually open to teachers at all 

levels and in all subject areas. More advanced courses focus on a particular 

software package, such as PageMaker for desktop publishing or HyperCard for 

m ultimedia presentations, or on a particular technology, such as Internet. 

While application to the curriculum is included as a topic in such courses, it is

rarely the central focus of the course. As the most recent OTA report (OTA,

1995) indicates, tools training has not resulted in use of computers in

instruction. Teachers have not transferred their knowledge of integrated 

Works packages into instructional application. This approach to technology 

training grew out of an era in which competency with the software tools in a

typical Works package constituted the definition of “computer literacy,” at a 

time when curriculum software was mostly of the drill-and-practice variety. 

Times have changed, however. Math-science curriculum software is vastly
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improved. Other tools, such as hypermedia production tools and electronic 

reference tools, are widely available.

Nevertheless, the general-competency model offers an important basis

for technology training for math-science teachers and teachers o f  other 

disciplines. This section discusses a variety of approaches to defining 

technology com petency  for teachers.

One com prehensive definition of "fundamental knowledge and 

competencies" is that developed recently by the International Society for 

Technology in Education (ISTE) and used in NCATE accreditation. ISTE 

surveyed professionals  in education and instructional technology concern ing  

the level of competence needed for effective use o f  information technology in 

and out of the classroom. Following the survey, professional educators 

developed a set of Foundation Standards for all teachers. The thirteen 

competencies that comprise the Foundation Standards for all educators in 

regard to technology (p. 12-13) are found in Appendix B. In regard to training

in the use of software, ISTE recommends competence with curriculum-related

software, productivity  tools (word processing, database, spreadsheet, and 

prin t/graphic  u ti li t ies) ,  m ultim edia and hyperm edia , and telecom m unications. 

Teachers are expected to demonstrate knowledge of computers in support of 

problem  solving, data  collection, inform ation management, com m unications, 

p resentations, and decision making.

ISTE states that “the ultimate purpose of the Standards is to empower 

students by empowering teachers with the power of knowledge about those 

technology tools which are so rapidly changing our world.” (p. 13)

While these standards are well-founded, it is difficult to imagine how most 

teachers could be provided with training experiences to achieve this level of 

competency, given the constraints on teachers’ time and the limitations of
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training budgets. Those who plan technology training do not have clear 

direction concerning where to begin and how much training to provide

before expecting a teacher to make some application to classroom instruction.

Occasionally, a model for general competency is extended with specific 

curriculum areas in mind. One example is the North Carolina State Department 

of Education (1992), which set forth levels of competency for teachers with 

respect to computers in instruction. All teachers were expected to develop 

computer literacy, as defined by the state, to develop an understanding of 

com puter ethics, to understand the capabilities and limitation of computers,

and to evaluate courseware for specific instructional objectives. Literacy 

included knowledge of the components of  a computer, current uses and 

potential uses o f  computers, social issues of computing (privacy, copyright,

and so on); ability to use courseware with appropriate teaching strategies for 

ongoing use in instruction; use of tools (word processing, database, test 

generation) and a variety of programs, including games, drill-and-practice, 

simulations, and tutorials. Math and Science teachers were also expected to 

know how to use special input and output devices, such as probes and scanners 

and how to use authoring to modify instructional packages. This is one 

example of specialized knowledge that would enrich instructional use of 

com puters  for math-science teachers, particularly  science teachers.

Some general-competency models propose a time frame for adoption of 

com puters  in instruction which is substantially different from the approach 

found in the math-science-specific technology training examples d iscussed in

the previous section. In particular. Mass Ed Online (CELT, 1994) calls for a 

five-year plan o f  adoption for teacher technology competencies:
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• the Entry level, wherein teachers rethink teaching styles, 

develop a technology vocabulary, and explore technology tools 

for learning

• two years to move through the Adoption stage, in which teachers 

move past fear and actively experiment with applications that 

mesh with their current teaching styles

• a third year to complete the Adaptation stage, in which teachers 

use computer tools for greater personal productivity and use tools

in classroom activities

• a fourth year to achieve the Appropriation stage, in which 

teachers master certain technologies and integrate technology 

seamlessly in instruction. At this stage, teachers are capable of 

coaching  others.

• a fifth year to achieve Invention, in which teachers work with 

others to “ invent” new applications of technology integrated

with curr icu lum .

Using this phased approach, it would appear that teachers do not begin 

using technology applications in the classroom until their third year of staff 

developm ent for technology. Yet the literature on math-science-specific 

training indicates that use of technology in instruction can be initiated in a 

one-year time frame or less by focusing on curriculum software and

encouraging teachers to develop and try computer-based lessons in the

earlies t  phases of training.

Over time, the Mass Ed Online plan calls for teachers to achieve 

expertise  with input/output devices, word processing, database, spreadsheet, 

graphic u tilities, networks, program ming, desktop publishing and
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te lecomm unications/distance learning. No order is suggested for studying and 

m astering  these technologies .

The Massachusetts Software Council (MSC) has taken a much more 

specific approach to technology training, using two sources for defining 

training: administrators and teachers themselves. MSC published T h e  

Switched-On C lassroom  in 1994, with one chapter devoted to staff development 

for technology. “S taff development,” they note, “must not only teach specific 

skills but also develop teaching strategies and explore the impact that 

technology will have on teaching methods... S taff technology training should 

be based on the actual curriculum for which teachers are responsible.” (p. 8- 

9) The Council identifies ten areas of training and staff development (see 

Appendix B), including these specific software areas: use of CD-ROM packages, 

com puter graphics, networking, e-mail, databases, multimedia, and 

applications for specific subject areas or grade levels. This suggests a common 

core of competency for all teachers (CD-ROM packages, graphics, networking, 

multimedia, and traditional tools) augmented- by subject-specific applications.

This approach to technology training, combining a common core of 

technology competency and subject-specific applications, is repeated by other 

authors and organizations. Finkel (1990), for example, recommends that 

department heads receive a thorough grounding in technology and provide 

leadership for their departments in the use of technology in instruction. 

Lockard, Abrams, & Many (1990) suggest that teachers should master software 

and instructional practices that will enrich and extend the curriculum, with 

the focus on changes in curriculum made possible by powerful software- 

supported  learn ing  en v iro n m en ts .

A similar approach to technology competency for teachers derives the 

set of core competencies for teachers from a definition of student technology
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competencies. Merrimack Education Center, for example, offers a set of 

graduation outcomes or “student technology com petencies” for a district to 

custom ize and integrate with their vision for technology-rich learning 

environments. Along with this set o f  student technology competencies are 

“professional technology competencies” (see Appendix B) which delineate 

what teachers need to be able to do with technology in support of student 

learning. The general student competencies are grouped into four areas: 

Information Access; Data Analysis and Synthesis; Communication; and Inquiry. 

Core competencies for teachers include familiarity with interactive 

instructional packages, software tools, te lecom m unica tions, e lectronic 

re ference tools, m ultim edia/hyperm edia tools, desktop publishing, and 

I n t e r n e t .

Several of the models above (MSC, MEC, and Finkel, for example) are in 

agreement on the core competencies for teachers. It is worth noting how 

rapidly the definition of competencies has changed in the last ten years. In 

1985, for example, the State of California, one of the leaders in technology in 

the schools and in related staff development for technology, put forth an 

approach to training based on a set of faculty competencies in three 

fundamental levels (see Appendix B) with an emphasis on the use of 

Authoring and Programming to develop instructional packages. In ten years, 

educational software has moved well beyond the era in which, as Kinnaman 

says, “few pedagogically sound software packages left many schools with the 

unrealistic  expectations that teachers should produce their own coursew are .” 

(Kinnaman, 1993, p. 257)

The general-competency models discussed above offer a framework for 

technology training that is missing in the m ath-science-specific technology 

training examples in the previous section. Such a framework would be
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valuable for those planning comprehensive, ongoing technology  training for

teachers, including secondary math-science teachers. With the wealth of

pedagogically  sound math-science curriculum software packages available 

today (Kinnaman, 1990), it could be that curriculum software is the most 

expedien t starting point for technology training for m ath-science teachers.

As T inker suggests, however, math-science teachers, along with those from 

other disciplines, might also benefit by mastering the software tools 

represented by core competencies for all teachers-- word processing, database,

spreadsheet, electronic reference tools, and multimedia tools.

The research literature offers few definitions of “ in troductory”

training for educators. E llis’s study (1990) notes several variations on the 

“generic introductory course in educational computing” as of 1988. B itter’s 

introductory course at Arizona State University, as an example, required 

students to develop six competencies: an understanding of computers and

their applications; ability to use a word processor, database, and spreadsheet; 

understanding of teacher utilities; understanding of the characteristics  of 

educationally sound software; ability to design lesson plans using software 

programs; and ability to access electronic bulletin boards. Blubaugh at 

U niversity  of Northern Colorado offered an introductory course requiring 

students to learn telecommunications, word processing, database, and 

spreadsheet. His students were expected to apply these tools in managing the 

classroom, and in problem-solving activities for the classroom, to review and 

evaluate software, and to write programs for solving science problems.

In the same year as E llis’s study, Brownell (1990) surveyed 1000 

com puter educators in regard to recommended content of an introductory 

computer course for educators. Working from a mailing list o f  a computer 

education journals, Brownell asked persons who offer introductory courses or
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workshops for teachers to respond along a five-point Likert scale (Strongly 

Agree to Strongly Disagree) in regard to which topics should be included in an 

introductory course, and to recommend one piece of software in various 

content areas. Greater than 90% of the 180 respondents indicated that word 

processing, database, and spreadsheet should be included, along with methods 

of integrating computers into content areas. More than 75% of respondents 

would also include use of computers in problem-solving, use of teacher 

utilities, information about how computers are being used in teaching, 

softw are eva lua tion , and com puter-assisted  instruction.

Respondents were also asked to rank order sixteen topics from most 

important to least important for inclusion in such a course. The top half were, 

in order:

• Computers and problem solving

• W ord processing

• Methods of integrating computers into content areas

• The com puter education curriculum

• Softw are  eva lua tion

• C o m p u te r -a ss is ted  instruction

• D a ta b ase s

• S p r e a d s h e e t s

There was no uniform response recommending software, although 

programs which address problem solving skills (such as “The Factory”), 

collaborative learning (Tom Snyder’s “Decisions, D ecisions” series), and 

inquiry learning (“Geometric Supposer” ) were all recommended.

Unfortunately , neither B row nell’s study nor the general-com petency 

models are linked to specific training experiences that demonstrate 

subsequent usage of instructional technology in the classroom, as were the
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m ath-science-specific  training studies. In E l l is ’s words, general introductory 

courses “ rarely offer the opportunity for science teachers to integrate what 

they are learning about the technology into what they are learning about 

science and science teaching.” (p. 59)

Three major s tu d ie s -  those of Martha Hadley & Karen Sheingold and 

that o f  Henry Jay Becker— give some insight into a possible relationship 

between tools training and usage patterns of computers in the classroom.

Companion articles by Martha Hadley & Karen Sheingold (Sheingold & 

Hadley, 1990; Hadley & Sheingold, 1993) present five patterns of computer use 

by "accomplished teachers." Subjects for the study were the result o f referrals

from adm inistrators  who recommended their most “accomplished teachers” 

(those who used computers in instruction in a way that was regarded as 

exemplary in comparison with other teachers in the same school).

Data from the 1990 study on “Accomplished Teachers” was factor 

analyzed to reveal five distinctive patterns o f  usage among the more than 600 

teachers in the study. For each pattern of usage, some information is 

presented concerning training the participants have received. However, 

training history and training needs are not the focus of the study.

The study found that 25% of “accomplished teachers” fit a pattern 

which was labeled "Enthusiastic Beginners". The Enthusiastic Beginners tend 

to be elementary teachers who "have trained enough, both on their own and

with the help o f  workshops, to learn basic principles that they have

integrated into their teaching" (Hadley & Sheingold, p. 286). This group uses

computers for what Sheingold & Hadley call "instructional functions"— 

tutorials, drill and practice, and software that accompanies textbooks. This 

group is unlikely to use multimedia or any of the tools— word processing,
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database, spreadsheet, graphics, communication. Computers in their classroom 

are not supporting collaborative projects or student-initiated products.

A second group, “Supported Integrators,” comprise 22%  of the sample. 

These teachers have extensive experience with computers and operate in 

schools where technical support is above average. They have received 

training in a variety of settings, including inservice in their district, though 

the content of the training they have received is not specified. Their students 

use computers to support collaborative projects and to explore areas of 

interest, in line with curricular objectives.

A third group are labeled "High School Naturals.” 18% of the sample, 

they are mostly male teachers in secondary math, programming, or technical 

education. Their use of computers is primarily for quantitative, analytic, and 

in form ation-ga thering  functions, rather than for drill and practice of 

instructional reinforcement. They are self-trained.

A fourth group (19%) are termed “Unsupported Achievers.” Their 

realm is generally not math and science. They use technology primarily to 

improve student scores on standardized tests. Their training is from local 

colleges, not from inservice.

The last group (16%) are "Struggling Aspirers." Like the Enthusiastic 

Beginners, they are mainly elementary school teachers and use computers 

mainly for instructional functions. They are likely to have been trained on 

site or by the district, but they are relatively less confident with technology 

than the other groups. They regard technology as an extension of teacher- 

centered learning, rather than as a tool for student-initiated work.

Becker (1994) has given us some information about training related to 

computer usage in his study "How Our Best Computer-Using Teachers Differ 

from Other Teachers: Implications for Realizing the Potential of Computers in
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Schools." (Becker. 1994) Becker's study is based on 1989 data from the Center 

for Social Organization of Schools at Johns Hopkins University study of

approximately 1400 teachers and administrators from the United States, which 

in turn was part o f  the I.E.A. “Comp-Ed” international computer-usage survey 

(Pelgrum & Plomp, 1991). This survey asked teachers and administrators to 

report on their use of computers in instruction.

Becker analyzed responses in relation to criteria he developed for 

“exemplary” computer use. Becker’s criteria addressed such dimensions as

frequency of use and use in support of high order thinking. For example, 21

items indicated possible exemplary use by Math teachers, including the

following (Becker, 1994, p. 18):

If 25% or more of the activity for “ making graphs or charts of 

data" was done using computers

• If, of the three most important goals for using computers in math

teaching, one was NOT “reward for completing other work”

• If the teacher reported using software to demonstrate a math

concept or how to solve a math problem “most weeks”

Math teachers who scored 11 out of the possible 21 were considered

"exemplary.” This corresponded to 11 of the 107 math teachers in the sample. 

Users judged to be exemplary were then compared with the remainder in

terms of variables such as availability of computers in the teacher’s school,

availability of  technology support, and training opportunities in the district.

B ecker’s research indicates that exemplary com puter-using  teachers

constitute only 5 %  of the computer-using teachers in the United States or 3%

of all teachers in the United States. Among all the computer-using teachers,

the use of software tools "played only a minor role in the national survey 

except for word processing in high school English. ...Only 1% of computer-
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using math teachers said that their students used spreadsheets on more than 5

occasions during the school year." (p. 2)

In regard to technology training, the exemplary users in Becker's study

"had greater access to formal district staff development activities than did

other computer-using teachers. Two staff development activities were

especially significant: instruction in using com puter applications such as

word processing, spreadsheet, and gradebook managers; and formal training

in using computers with the specific subject matter that they taught." (p. 8)

Becker probed into five skills areas that he felt should be learned

th rough  t ra in in g :

• integration of software into lessons for the subject area

• organizing classroom activities to include com puter use

• using program m ing or authoring languages

• using word processing

• using other tools

Becker’s “exemplary” teachers on average reported learning 1.6 of 5 of

the skills through formal training, with other com puter-using  teachers 

learning 1.0 of the 5 through formal training. Exemplary teachers reported 

learning another 1.5 on their own, while others learned an additional 1.2 on 

their own. Becker does not give us a breakdown of which skills were addressed 

in or learned through formal training.

These major computer-usage studies provide interesting insight into 

how computers are being used in schools but offer little information about the 

technology train ing that preceded or accompanied com puter usage.

More recently, the 1995 Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) report 

Teachers and Technology: Making the Connection has provided an overview of 

efforts to integrate technology in the classroom and associated staff
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development. The report echoes the need for technology training and the 

characteristics  of good technology training which are listed at the beginning 

of this literature review.

O T A ’s report devotes one chapter (Chapter 4: “Helping Teachers Learn 

About and Use Technology Resources”) to professional development for

technology. OTA states that in 1995,

Most teachers have not had suitable training to prepare them to

use technology in their teaching... To use technology effectively, 

teachers need more that just training about how to work the

machines and technical support. To achieve sustained use of

technology, teachers need hands-on learning, time to 

experiment, easy access to equipment, and ready access to support 

personnel who can help them understand how to use technology 

well in their teaching practice and curriculum, (chap. 4, p. 1)

As for the content of training, OTA notes that “Although sites have made 

significant progress in helping teachers learn to use generic technology tools 

such as word processing, database, and desktop publishing, many still struggle 

with how to integrate technology into the curriculum.” (chap. 4, p. 2)

OTA notes that teachers have conflicting demands on their time for 

learning and incorporating new techniques and standards. O T A ’s “high-tech” 

teachers (those who use technology in instruction) tend to hold a student- 

centered approach to learning, using inquiry methods, collaborative projects, 

and hands-on approaches to learning, with technology supporting this 

p h i l o s o p h y .

OTA draws from the National Education Association’s “Status of the 

American Public School Teachers” 1992 survey in noting that “a majority of 

teachers said that they felt they needed training in order to adequately use a
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personal computer (56 percent), standard computer software (61 percent), 

multimedia software (62 percent), instructional videodisks (67 percent), and 

on-line databases (72 percent).” (chap. 4, p. 5) Further, “For other teachers, 

the greater need is understanding what the technologies can do. Many 

teachers had not had the opportunity to observe and learn about the wide 

range of educational uses to which technology can be put-- particularly 

various ways it can be incorporated into different curricular areas.” (chap. 4, 

p. 6)

The implication for this dissertation study is that, in a survey of math 

and science teachers regarding instructional software, many teachers might 

be expected to report that they are looking for training with software tools and 

with instructional software. Probably only some teachers-- those who use 

computers and who may be aware of newer software for math and sc ien ce -

might be expected to ask for training with interactive modeling and 

sim ula tion  software.

OTA emphasizes that most teachers have had very little training in

technology. The training that is provided tends to focus on operating a 

computer and the mechanics of standard software. Little time is spent on the 

pedagogical aspects of computers or content-related software.

In a later chapter (Chapter 6: “Technology and Teacher Development:

The Federal Role”) OTA describes a number of federal initiatives to promote

technology integration in curriculum. Many of the programs have been 

established or piloted since 1988, many of them in math and science. Much of 

the money from these programs finds its way into local and regional 

technology training efforts. However, as OTA notes federal support for 

technology-related teacher training has been “variable from year to year, 

piecemeal in nature, and lacking in clear strategy or consistent policy .”
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(chap. 6, p. 2) Definition for the training has been left up to the school district 

and those consultants who provide training. OTA notes a “ need to train with 

higher intensity and longer duration, to translate exposure to cutting-edge 

technologies into viable classroom learning experiences, to provide extensive

follow-up after the end of formal training, and to improve evaluation and 

dissemination of projects with federal funds.” (chap. 6, p. 2)

This discussion reinforces the observation in the previous section that

most m ath-science-specific technology training, while it results in classroom

use of computers, is not linked to a framework of professional technology 

competence. At the same time, as the OTA report states, “Providing 

comprehensive training at a level that could make a significant difference is 

likely to be beyond the range of available funding.” (chap. 6, p. 37) Because

technology applications are proceeding rapidly in math and science, fueled by 

technology-related standards in these areas, the new resources in math and 

science educational software, such as m icrocomputer-based laboratories,

simulations, and modeling, offer rich opportunities for integration of 

technology in instruction, and could be thought to provide the best starting 

point for math-science teachers to begin learning com puters for instructional 

and professional use, possibly a better starting point than the study of 

traditional software tools out of the context of curriculum.

S u m m a r y

The section on general-competency training and the previous section 

on m ath-science-specific technology training have discussed  more than a

dozen approaches to technology training. The tables on the following pages
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Table 2

Content Addressed bv Math-Science-Speeific Technology Training

C a te g o r y /S tu d v TERC ENLIST 0 3 Johns Jurkat Eisenhower/

Hopkins N S F

Data M an ipu la t ion V V V V --

Tools Software

Database V — V - —

Spreadsheet V - V - —

Graphics V — — - —

P u b l i s h i n g / V V V V —

P r e s e n t a t i o n

Tools Software

Word Processing V - V - —

Communications V - — - —

Hypermedia - - — — —

Production

P r o g r a m m i n g  — — — y]

Computer Lang. 

Hypermedia Scripts 

Authoring
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T a b l e  2, c o n ’d .

C a te g o r v /S tu d v TERC ENLIST CI3 Johns

Hopkins

Jurkat

4 i

Eisenhower/

N $ F

M a t h - S c i e n c e V V V V

C u rr icu lu m  Softw are  

Mathematical V V _ _ _
V

problem-solving

General _ _ _ _ _ _ _
V

problem-solving

Inquiry/ V — - - — V V

Modeling

Microcomputer- V V — V — V

based laboratories 

Simulation V V -- - - V

Network science V - - - - V

E lec tro n ic  R efe rence — — — — — —

Multimedia — - - - - —

Internet — - - - - — —
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Table 3

Content Addressed bv General-Competencv Technology Training

C a te g o r v /S tu d v OTA

95

CA NC ISTE Switched

On

M ass Ed 

Online

MEC

Data M anipulation V V V V V V
Tools Software

Database - - - V V V V

Spreadsheet — - - V V V V

Graphics - - - V V V V

P u b l i s h i n g / V V V V V V V
P r e s e n t a t i o n  

Tools Software

Word Processing -- - - V V V V

Communications — - - V V V V

Hypermedia - - - V - V V
Production

P r o g r a m m i  ng — — — — V

Computer Lang. - - - - - — V

Hypermedia Script - - - - - — V

Authoring — V — — — — V
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Table 3, con’d.

C a te  S.ory/.$.tJUiy OTA

95

CA N C ISTE Switched

On

M ass Ed 

Online

MEC

M a t h - S c i e n c e V V v V V V V
C u rr icu lu m  S oftw are  

Mathematical _ _ _ V _ _ _
V

problem-solving

General _ _ __ V
problem-solving

Inquiry/ - - — — V — _ V
Modeling

Microcomputer- - - — - - — — — V
based laboratories 

Simulation - - - - - - V

Network science - - - - - - V

E lec tro n ic  R efe ren ce — — — V — V V

Multimedia - - - V - V V

Internet — — - - V — V V
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summarize the d ifferences and similarities in content o f  technology training 

between the math-science-specific training approach (Table 2) and the

general-com petency  approach  (Table 3).

The tables point out that there is no fundamental agreement in the 

literature on an overall framework for technology training for teachers in 

general and for math-science teachers in particular. Some math-science-

specific training (especially  the Eisenhower and NSF-funded training) focuses 

exclusively on m ath-science curriculum software, while others (especially

C I^ )  favor particular tools, and still others (notably TERC) achieve a balance 

between the two. The general-competency model favors software tools and 

mentions curriculum software as an important consideration, without 

providing detail. Exceptions are ISTE and MEC, who call for problem-solving 

and inquiry software as key components.

In reviewing the l iterature on m ath-science-specific  technology

training, general-com petency models for technology training, and recent 

advances in math-science software, there is no general agreement on an 

overall framework for technology training for math-science teachers; nor is 

there consensus on where to begin training for expedient application in 

i n s t r u c t i o n .

It is time to update the ideas about the content of technology training

for math and science teachers. The literature suggests that teachers should be

involved in the process. In particular, computer-using math and science

teachers are in a position to recommend software that is usable in the 

classroom and highly relevant to today’s math and science curriculum. The

dissertation study is designed to gather information from math and science 

teachers relative to their usage of instructional software, their view of the 

relevance of various types of software-- both curriculum software and general
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tools-- to the curriculum, and a preferred starting point for technology 

t r a i n i n g .
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Chapter 3 

Design and Methodology  

Statement of  the Problem

Integration of technology in instruction throughout the K-12 

curriculum and, particularly, in Math and Science instruction, is a goal of 

many influential organizations, including NCTM, AAAS, and Massachusetts 

Curriculum Frameworks. However, the task of integrating technology in 

math-science instruction entails investment in staff development by school 

districts that have limited budgets for staff development in technology and by 

teachers who have little time to engage in technology training and to develop 

te ch n o lo g y -b ased  instructional p ractices .

In particular, a definition of introductory training is needed by teacher 

education institutions and professional-developm ent service providers to plan 

technology training for inservice teachers. Such a definition is also needed 

by districts to know what level of training to provide for their teachers before 

expecting some degree of technology integration in the classroom.

The study was designed to measure secondary math-science teachers’ 

perceptions of the relevance of various types of software to math-science 

curriculum and associated training needs. The research questions addressed 

by this study were the following:

1. What types of software do secondary math-science teachers indicate as most 

im portan t  for m ath-science instruction?
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2. What types of software do secondary math-science teachers perceive as 

most important as a subject of training to prepare them for instructional

use of computers?

3. What differences exist between teachers whose use of computers in

instruction is aligned with recommendations by standards bodies relative to 

instructional technology, and other respondents, in regard to Research 

Questions 1 and 2?

The dissertation asked math and science teachers to consider the broad 

range of technology training that might be made available to them, including 

topics from the general-competency model of  technology training and the 

math-science-specific model of technology training. First, teachers were

asked to rate the importance of various types of software-- including math- 

science curriculum software, software tools, and other instructional software-- 

to the math-science curriculum. Next, teachers were asked to assign a priority 

to each type of software for inclusion in an introductory training program for 

computer novices who could be expected to apply instructional technology in 

the math or science classroom as a result of the training.

Population and Sample

The dissertation focused on high school math and science teachers, a 

population that is interesting and important for several reasons:

• NCTM and AAAS standards, respectively, call for greater use of 

technology in math and science instruction (NCTM, 1991; AAAS,

1993)
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• in M assachusetts , the NSF-funded Partnerships Advancing 

Learning of Math and Science (PALMS) project is actively 

seeking to change math and science instructional practices, 

including greater use of technology in instruction 

(Massachusetts Department of Education [MDOE], 1994b)

• M assachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for math and science call

for use of technology in instruction (MDOE, 1995a, 1994b)

• M assachusetts  Common Core of Learning incorporates technology

competency in core learning (MDOE, 1994a)

• additional Massachusetts initiatives, such as the (REM S)^ project 

at Merrimack Education Center (Goodrich, 1994), the Haystack

project at MIT (Northeast Radio Observatory Corporation, 1994), 

the M assachusetts  Corporation for Educational 

Telecom munications (Drex|er, 1995), and the Technology 

Education Research Centers (Tinker & Abbe, 1990; Tinker, 1994) 

seek to infuse technology in math and science instruction

Teachers were chosen as the population for this study, rather than 

technology directors or computer coordinators, because teachers are the ones 

expected to use computers in instruction. Teachers’ perceptions of technology

use and technology training need to be understood and addressed if training 

programs designed for them are to be successful (Sparks & Loucks-Horsley,

1989).

The specific population for this study were the high school (grades 9-

12) math and science teachers from the Northeast PALMS Region in

Massachusetts. At the time of the study, the Northeast Region of PALMS 

consisted of 15 schools, 10 served by Merrimack Education Center, and an
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additional 5 served by the North Shore Education Collaborative in affiliation 

with Salem State College. The districts were the following: Amesbury,

Andover, Beverley, Chelmsford, Danvers, Dracut, Greater Lawrence, Lowell, 

G ro ton-D unstab le ,  Peabody, Shirley, Tewksbury, Tyngsborough, W ilmington, 

Wi n t h r o p .

The sample for this study was the complete population— that is, all high 

school math and science teachers in the 15-school region. This population was 

288 teachers, approximately half math and half science. The sample size of 288 

considered manageable for a survey-based study. Current knowledge of 

teacher technology competency among the PALMS schools was incomplete, but 

informal interaction with teachers involved in staff development indicated

that teachers varied widely in their technology preparation. If service 

providers were to design technology training that served the whole

population, the study would need to minimize sampling error and try to 

capture responses at the extremes.

I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n

The dissertation used a survey instrument (a self-administered 

questionnaire) to query high school math and science teachers in the PALMS 

schools of the Massachusetts North Shore and Merrimack Valley regions in 

regard to their perception of the relative importance of software of 

technology training. Teachers were asked to assess each type of software 

relative to its importance in instructional use. Categories of importance

ranged from Very Important to Unimportant on a scale from 4 to 1. Teachers 

were also asked about their own expertise with computers and their usage of 

com puters  in instruction .
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The data was analyzed to construct a framework reflecting math-science

teachers’ perceptions of the relative importance of types of software for 

instructional use and a related framework of software topics for inclusion in

in t ro d u c to ry  t ra in ing .

Computer-using respondents were identified as to whether or not their 

use of computers addressed NCTM and AAAS standards and Massachusetts 

Curricu lum  Frameworks recom m endations for instructional technology. The 

differences in users’ responses, compared to non-users’ responses, were

examined in regard to Research Questions 1 and 2.

V a r i a b l e s .

The dependent variables in the study were the perceived importance of

types of software for instructional use and their priority in introductory 

training. Independent variables were the teacher’s self-reported expertise 

with com puters, their instructional practices with technology, and 

background matters such as subjects taught and years of experience with 

c o m p u t e r s .

Interrelation of r esearch q uest ions and survey items.

Table 4 summarizes the interrelation between Research Questions and 

Survey Questions.

Research Question 1 investigated teachers’ perception of the 

im portance/relevance of various types of software to math-science 

instruction. Survey question 1, items A-O, asked respondents to indicate degree 

of importance along a 4-point Likert scale from Very Important to 

U n i m p o r t a n t .
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Response categories for relative importance were the following:

Very Important - The software is highly relevant to math/science

cu rr icu lu m  and instruction  

Important - The software is not directly related to

math/science curriculum, but could  be used to 

e n h a n ce  m a th /sc ien ce  in s t ru c t io n  

Somewhat Important - The software may be used to support instruction

but would not be used with students in the 

c l a s s r o o m / l a b

Unimportant - The software is not likely to be used by a high

school m ath /sc ience  teacher 

Research Question 2 investigated teachers’ perception o f  the priority of

various types of software as topics for introductory training. Survey question

2, items A-M, asked respondents to indicate priority along a 3-point Likert

scale from High Priority to Low Priority.

Response categories for priority were the following:

High Priority - The software is essential for the computer novice

in preparing for instructional use o f  computers.

Medium Priority - The software might be used by the computer

novice for c lassroom/lab instructional use.

Low Priority - The software probably should not be included in

in t ro d u c to ry  tra in in g  

Research Question 3 investigated the difference in response to Research

Questions 1 and 2 for respondents who are using computers in instruction in 

alignment with NCTM and AAAS standards and Massachusetts Curriculum 

Fram ew orks recomm endations for technology, and all o ther respondents.
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Respondents using computers in line with standards were identified by 

response to Survey question 5.

The instructional practices in Survey question 5 range from drill and 

practice to several that are aligned with standards:

C a lc u la t io n

• R eco rd  m easu rem en ts

• Manipulate data with a spreadsheet or database 

Simulate a system or phenomenon

• C o l la b o ra t iv e  p ro b lem -so lv in g  

Inquiry  (“ W hat i f . . .?” th inking)

• M ath em a tica l  m odeling

Exchange data with students in other schools

T ab le  4

Interrelation Of Research Questions and Survey Items

Research ilieslifln. S u r v e y  Q ie s t io n

1. Importance o f  software to curriculum and 

professional use

1. A-O

2. Priority for inclusion in Introductory training 2. A-M

3. Difference betw een  standards-conscious users 

and others

5. A-N

Survey questions 3 and 4 provided additional information concerning 

teachers’ self-reported expertise with computers and the usage o f  computers
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by math-science teachers. This information will be useful for those planning 

technology train ing for these teachers. Background inform ation (Survey

question 4) consisted o f  the following:

• Years of experience with computers

Years o f  experience with com puters in instruction

• Years o f  experience teaching

• Sub jec ts  taught

• Grade levels taught

The survey instrument is in Appendix C.

Interre lat ion of survey i tems and software /topics  Cue

t e c h n o l o g y  trainings

Table 5 represents the interrelation of survey items and types of 

software. The categories of  software in Table 5 are drawn from the literature, 

particularly M ass Ed O nline’s taxonomy for educational software, most recently 

documented in Mass Ed Online: Technology Planning Kit (CELT, 1996). Mass Ed

Online uses the following categories o f  software:

C o m p u te r-A id ed  Ins truc tion  

C rea tiv ity  T echnologies

• Data M anipulation  

D esign T echnologies

• T e le c o m m u n ic a t io n s

• P re se n ta t io n  T ech n o lo g ie s

P ublish ing  and Productiv ity  Technolog ies

• R esea rch  T echno log ies

• L ea rn ing  M anagem ent T ech n o lo g ie s
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The taxonomy has been modified for purposes of this study. Two 

ca tegories  (C om puter-A ided Instruc tion  and Learning M anagem ent 

Technologies) were not of interest to this study. Presentation, Creativity, and 

Productivity Tools were merged for simplicity into Publishing Tools. Design 

Technologies (Lego/LOGO, Computer-Aided Design, and so on) were expanded 

into Math-Science Curriculum Software. A category was added for 

P rogram m ing/A uthoring  tools. Telecom m unica tions was represented  in 

several ca tegories— Electronic Mail with Publishing Tools, Network Science in 

M ath-Science Curriculum Software, and Internet Research in Electronic 

Research Tools. The purpose o f  this survey question was to put forth a 

fram ew ork for software related to the math-science curriculum, which would 

be tested and validated by secondary m ath-science teachers, particularly  those

using instructional technology in ways recommended by standards and by the 

C u rr icu lu m  Fram ew orks.

Such a framework would be useful in planning technology/curriculum  

integration, software acquisition, and related training. The reader will note 

that, even with the simplifications in Table 5, teachers who responded to the

survey did not distinguish Electronic Research Tools as a separate category. In

their perception, these tools align with Publishing Tools. Appendix A presents 

examples of how the software in Table 5 might be used and examples o f  

softw are products in each category.

Survey questions 1, 2, and 3 consist o f  items that represent different 

types o f  software. Data Manipulation Tools include database, spreadsheet, and

tools for generating charts and graphs. M ath-Science C urriculum  Softw are

includes drill and practice software, simulation, modeling, 

c o l lab o ra t iv e /n e tw o rk  science, in q u iry /d ec is io n -m ak in g  so ftw are ,  and 

m icrocom puter-based  laboratories. Publish ing  Tools include word processing,
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electronic  mail,  d raw ing /pa in ting  tools, and hyperm edia  production tools.

P r o g r a m m i n g / A u t h o r i n g  software includes com puter languages, hypermedia 

authoring, and scripting languages. Electronic Research Tools includes CD- 

ROM reference materials and Internet search tools.

T a b le  5

Interrelation qL Survey Uains and Software T y p e s

S o f t w a r e / S u r v e y S u r v e y S u r v e y

Topic o f  Training Question #1 Question #2 Question #3

I m p o r t a n c e Priority  for S e l f - r e p o r t e d

to Instruc tion T r a i n i n g E x p e r t i s e

Data Manipulation Tools B,C,E B.DJ B.GE

M ath -S c ien ce  C u rr icu lu m G,H,J,N,0 A,C,F,M G,H,J,N,0,P

S o f tw a r e

Pub lish ing  Tools A,D,F,I K,L A, D , F,I

P r o g r a m m i n g / A u t h o r i n g K,L H.I.N K,L

Electronic Research Tools M E.G M

intercorrelat ion  of i im s  and grouping of respondents.

A matrix was created showing the intercorrelation o f  items from Survey 

Question 1. These intercorrelated items were used to create and validate indices 

for five types of software (Data Manipulation Tools; Math-Science Curriculum 

Softw are; Publishing Tools; P rogram m ing/A uthoring; and E lec tronic  

Research) to provide data reduction. Since the possibility existed for overlap

o f  categories o f  software, the intercorrelations were used to determine the 

validity o f  the proposed construct. (As noted above, results indicated that
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teachers perceived only four categories or indices, with Publishing Tools and 

Electronic Research Tools closely correlated in their  view.)

Respondents were grouped to analyze the differences between

standards-a ligned  com puter users and o ther respondents .  “ S tandards-aligned”

com puter-users  were those whose instructional p ractices ind icate  application 

of standards for technology.

Data Analysis

Descriptive statistics were applied to the data to determine range, mean, 

median, mode, standard deviation, and variance. M easures o f  central tendency

were used to indicate averages for various indices for each group of 

respondents, in regard to the importance of the types o f  software for math- 

science teachers and the priority for inclusion in introductory training.

Since the prerequisites were met, analysis o f  variance was used to

measure the d ifference in response between s tandards-aligned  users and 

others in regard to importance o f  each type of software for instructional use

and for inclusion in introductory training.

Survey  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n

The survey was administered at department meetings between mid-

October and the first week o f  December during the 1995-1996 school year. The

survey was placed on the agenda for two all-day PALMS Leadership Team 

Meeting October 17 and 18. At these meetings, the researcher explained the 

purpose o f  the survey and identified one contact person from each school 

district. Contacts were given a packet of surveys and instructions and asked to

administer the survey at the high school science and math departmental

meetings during the specified time period.
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A cover letter to teachers identified the survey as sponsored by PALMS 

and M errimack Education Center and asked them to respond to the survey 

during a fifteen minute period. Contacts then collected the completed surveys 

and returned them to MEC by mail immediately following administration, using 

prepaid return envelopes provided by the researcher. A memo was sent 

Novem ber 7 reminding contacts to administer the survey, and a reminder was 

included as an agenda item on the December 4 PALMS Leadership Team 

m e e t i n g .

No personal information was given by respondents. When the surveys

were returned, a unique sequential num ber was assigned to each survey, a 

composite  num ber (school plus sequence number) which served as a key to

the data  record.

The goal was response from all math-science teachers in all fifteen 

high schools. Because the survey was administered to departments within 

schools, the cr ite ria  for “acceptable” and “unacceptable” rate o f  response 

were the following: response from at least half the teachers in the math and

science departments from 75% of the schools (11 of 15) would be an acceptable 

rate of  response. Response from fewer than half the schools would be an

unacceptable rate o f  response. In fact 11 schools responded, with

questionnaires returned from 172 teachers in these schools, representing 84% 

of the high school math-science teachers in these schools (n=205) and 60% of 

the total population (n=288).

Validity  and Reliability

The survey items had face validity since they were drawn from 

research and popular  literature on educational technology and refined
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th rough informal discussion with practitioners and through field test o f  the 

in s tru m en t (see below).

Content validity o f  the items pertaining to instructional practices has 

been achieved by selecting a wide range of items from the literature, notably 

Becker, and from NCTM and AAAS standards, from reports on best practice with 

techno logy , and input from m ath-science teachers.

The proposed five categories or indices of software (Data Manipulation 

T ools,  Math-Science Curriculum Software, Publishing Tools, 

P rogram m ing /A u thoring ,  and E lec tronic  Research Tools) were construc t- 

validated  through an intercorrelation matrix and additive indices. The

additive indices were also intercorrelated. As will be seen in Chapter 4, four 

indices were obtained, rather than five, with Electronic Research Tools being 

subsum ed by Publishing Tools.

To enhance reliability, the instrument was based on a “Teacher 

Technology  Survey” used by Merrimack Education Center with about one 

dozen schools. Since teachers were expected to be unfamiliar with some items 

on the survey, instructions told them to leave blank any items that they did not 

k n o w .

To provide consistent measures, the questions had a predetermined list

o f  acceptable responses. Response categories and instructions were revised 

based on two field tests (see below). Survey questions 1, 2, and 3 each used a 

L ikert  Scale, and the scales were consistent: high-to-low, left-to-right.

F ie ld  t e s t

The survey instrument was field tested in June with the 13 math and 

science teachers from Malden Catholic High School. These teachers had a wide

range o f  experience (or inexperience) with instructional technology.
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Teachers were asked to note items that were unclear o r  that they could not 

answer. The survey was revised based on the responses.

The revised instrument was then field tested with MEC sponsorship 

during a Summer Science Institute at University o f  M assachusetts Lowell on 

July 19, 1995, with a group of 23 math-science teachers from the 14 high

schools o f  the (REMS)^ project (Goodrich, 1994). This field test was 

administered in “ real time” to judge the amount o f  time required for teachers 

to respond (minimum 6 minutes, maximum 10 minutes) and to identify unclear 

items or instructions. The survey was again revised (see Appendix C).

Confident ia l i ty  and SiULLiLl desirabi l i ty .

The Background question (4 A-C) allowed the respondent to select 

ranges, thus p ro tec t ing  confidentia li ty .

The issue of “social desirability” was a concern with a survey of this 

nature. That is, if  the survey were not confidential, respondents might want to 

report greater knowledge o f  computers or greater use o f  computers.

Similarly, respondents were likely to be aware of NCTM and AAAS 

standards that encourage use of technology, and they would be likely to 

respond “ Yes” unanimously to a question such as “ Do you support NCTM/ AAAS 

standards and Curriculum Frameworks calling for the use o f  technology in 

instruction?” For that reason, respondents were asked to choose among 

various uses o f  instructional technology in Survey question 5, without 

identifying some uses as “ in keeping with standards.”

S u b je c t i v e  q u e s t io n s .

Steps have been taken to guard against subjective response. Compound 

questions have been avoided throughout.
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Survey questions 5 concerning instructional practices was only 

completed by teachers who used computers in instruction. The question was 

formatted for Yes/No response and did not make or call for subjective 

judgm ent about such divergent uses of com puters as “educational gam es,”

“drill and practice ,” or “collaborative problem solving.” Respondents were 

required to consider each item and indicate use or non-use explicitly.

F urther  R esearch

Directions for further study were indicated by the results o f  the survey. 

Further research should examine the effect o f  diverse factors on use of 

instructional technology, such as availability o f  hardware, software, and 

technical support, nature of the training available to teachers, and 

adm inistrative support for instructional innovation. Given the limitations o f  

the survey, which was administered only to math-science teachers at the high 

school level, further research would need to widen the population to other 

grade levels and other disciplines and to encompass higher education. N or did 

the survey take into account the perceptions and recommendations of 

technology coord ina tors  or persons with d istr ic t-w ide responsibility for 

curriculum and staff development. Also, the survey did not explore the 

re la tionship between use of instructional technology and student 

a c h i e v e m e n t .

S u m m a r y

A survey was conducted with a population o f  high school math and 

science teachers asking them to rate the relevance o f  software to math- 

science curriculum and to rate the importance o f  a set o f  training topics, 

which were drawn from the literature on technology training. Their
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responses were analyzed to construct a framework for software that is useful 

for instructional purposes in the secondary m ath-science curricu lum . 

Respondents were asked to assign priorities to topics for inclusion in 

technology training for com puter novices who could be expected to begin 

using com puters in instruction.

Differences in response were noted between those respondents  already 

using computers for activities aligned with standards and those not using 

computers in this way.

The framework developed for training was then compared to existing 

general-com petency  models for technology training, par ticu larly  those set 

forth by ISTE, Mass Ed Online, and Merrimack Education Center. The 

fram ework was also com pared with existing models for m ath-science-specific  

training, which typically focus on introductory training without a context for 

overall  developm ent o f  expertise .
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Chapter 4 

Study Findings

This chapter presents the findings of the educational software survey, 

describes the techniques used for data analysis and data reduction, and 

discusses the results in relation to the research questions. The chapter begins 

with a restatement of the study questions, followed by a description of the 

respondents to the survey, their perceptions concerning the relevance of 

software to m ath-science curriculum, and their perceptions of training 

priorities leading to use of computers in instruction. Finally, the differences 

in response are summarized between those using computers in math-science 

instruction and those not using computers in math-science instruction.

Research  Q uest ions

Integration of technology in Math and Science instruction is a goal of 

NCTM, AAAS, and the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks, yet the task of 

in tegrating  technology in math-science instruction entails  investment in 

staff development by school districts that have limited budgets for staff 

development in technology and by teachers who have little time to engage in 

technology training and to develop technology-based instructional practices.

The research study was designed to measure high school math and 

science teachers’ perceptions of the relevance of various types of software to 

math-science curriculum and to assess the associated training needs for high 

school math and science teachers.
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The research questions addressed by the study were the following:

1. What types of software do secondary math-science teachers indicate as 

most im portant for math-science instruction?

2. What types of software do secondary math-science teachers perceive as 

most important as a subject of training to prepare them for 

instructional use of computers?

3. What differences exist between teachers whose use of computers in 

instruction is aligned with recommendations by standards bodies 

relative to instructional technology, and other respondents, in regard to 

Research Questions 1 and 2?

To answer these questions, the researcher prepared an Educational 

Software Survey (Appendix C) for math and science teachers in 15 high 

schools in the northeast PALMS region of Massachusetts. Surveys were 

completed and returned during the Fall of 1995. The results are presented in 

this chapter. Implications of the findings, limitations of the study, and 

suggestions for further research are discussed in the next chapter.

Indices  Categorizing Software for Math-Science Curriculum and 

I n s t r u c t i o n

The researcher developed and tested five categories of software with 

possible relevance to the math-science curriculum. The taxonomy adapted for 

the survey is that used by Mass Ed Online (CELT, 1996), which categorizes 

software by usage. The nine Mass Ed Online categories (computer-aided
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instruction, creativity  technologies,  data manipulation, design technologies, 

te lecom m unica tions ,  presentation  technologies, pub lish ing  and p roductiv ity

technologies ,  research technologies,  and learning m anagem ent technologies) 

were simplified into five categories of software to provide a construct for 

measuring and discussing the relevance of various types of software to math-

science curriculum. Items for each category were included in Survey 

Questions 1-3 to test teachers’ perceptions of software relevance to curriculum, 

the perceived importance o f  software topics in technology training, and

teachers’ self-reported expertise with each type of software. It was expected 

that teachers’ responses concerning software items would correlate along the

lines of the five indices or categories, which would validate the five categories

or indices as a useful framework for discussing relevance of software to math-

science curriculum and topics for technology training. The p r o p o s e d  five 

indices, in the e x p e c te d  order of relevance to the math-science curriculum, 

were the following:

1 ) M ath-Science C urricu lum  Softw are , which includes modeling and 

simulation  software, problem -solving software, m icrocom puter-

based laboratories, and network science

2) Data Manipulation Tools, which includes spreadsheet,

g raph ic /charting  softw are , and database

3) Publishing Tools , which includes word processing, multimedia tools,

electronic mail, and drawing/illustration  software

4 )  P r o g r a m m i n g / A u t h o r i n g , including program ming languages and 

scr ip t ing  languages

5) Electronic Research Tools, which includes interactive m ultimedia 

encyclopedias and Internet reference sources
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An intercorrelation matrix of items was prepared for teachers’ 

responses to Survey Question 1, and additive indices were developed to provide 

data reduction (see Appendix D). Data analysis indicated that the teachers who 

responded to the survey perceive four rather than five groups of software 

items, which correspond to four of the proposed five indices, with Electronic 

Research Tools correlated with Publishing Tools rather than standing apart as 

a distinct index. The four software indices, which resulted from data analysis

discussion of the findings. The 4 indices are presented here in the order of 

perceived relevance to math-science curriculum. They consist of the 

fo l lo w in g :

1 ) Data Manipulation Tools, which includes spreadsheet, 

g raph ic /chart ing  software, and database

2 )  M ath-Science Curriculum  Softw are , which includes modeling and 

sim ula tion  software, p roblem -solving softw are, m icrocomputer-

b ! laboratories, and network science

3) Publishing Tools , which includes word processing, multimedia tools, 

e lec tronic  research tools, electronic mail, and drawing/illustration 

s o f t w a r e

4 )  P r o g r a m m i n g / A u t h o r i n g , including program m ing languages and 

sc r ip t in g  languages

The four indices provide a useful framework for discussing software for 

use in m ath-science curriculum and instruction and for discussing technology 

training for teachers. Individual items within each index are sometimes 

highlighted in the discussion that follows, when considering priorities or 

starting points for instructional use and associated training.

t, are used throughout the remainder of the chapter as a basis for
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Characteri st i cs  of the Sample

The survey instrument in Appendix C was distributed to representatives

of the 15 Northeast PALMS schools during Leadership Team meetings October 

17 and October 18. The contacts agreed to administer the questionnaires to 

math and science high school teachers in their districts during regular Math

and Science Department meetings during the next six weeks.

Of the 15 schools, 11 (73%) returned their questionnaires within the 

agreed timeframe. In all but one case, schools returned questionnaires from 

both the math and science department meetings. The single exception

reported being unable to use department meeting time to administer the 

survey and, instead, asked individual teachers to complete the questionnaire 

and return it through interdepartmental mail; this school returned 

questionnaires from approximately 80% of the math department and 30% of 

the science department. The total number of respondents (n= 172) from the 11 

schools represented 84% of the math and science teachers in these schools 

(n=205) and 60% of the total population in the 15 schools (n=288).

Table 6 shows the number of high school, math and science teachers for 

each school, followed by the number of respondents, the percentage of 

teachers responding from that school, and the percentage of respondents who

report using computers in instruction in ways recommended by standards 

bodies such as NCTM and AAAS.
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Table 6

Number and Percentage of Respondents

School 

(by size)

# Teach er s # Respon din g # Usin g in 

In struction

1 8 8 8

2 11 11 9

3 12 12 4

4 14 14 7

5 15 14 9

6 16 14 6

7 17 15 9

8 23 17 10

9 24 23 11

10 27 25 12

1 1 38 19 12

Total 205 172(84%) 97(56%)

Appendix C presents the findings for each survey item. Responses to

Survey Questions 3-5 are summarized in this section to provide a composite 

profile of the respondents. These questions concern background (years 

teaching, years using computers, subjects and grades taught), self-reported 

expertise with computers, and, for those using computers in instruction, their 

c o m p u te r -u s in g  in s t ru c t io n a l  practices .

C h aracter i s t i c s  o f  non-respondents .

Fifteen schools were asked to participate in the study, while only 11 

actually responded to the survey. From conversations and interactions with
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non-participating districts, the following were the reasons for non

p a r t i c ip a t i o n :

• in one case, departmental meetings were not held during the survey

period, and the contact person was immersed in budgeting activities 

during the same time

• one school has a history of antipathy with the sponsoring 

o r g a n i z a t i o n

• two contacts who committed were unable to administer the survey 

for unknown reasons

The first two of the four non-participating schools are known to make 

use of math-science curriculum software. One of these two districts makes use 

of graphing software and interactive physics software in a nationally-

publicized interdisciplinary unit (Mosto & Nordengren, 1995). The second 

school is aggressively building its capacity to use microcomputer-based 

laboratory software and probes with its science program.

The other two non-participating schools use technology to some degree. 

Conversations and interactions with individuals at these schools suggest that

the level of expertise among the high school math-science teachers is similar 

to other schools who participated in the survey. One of the schools is actively 

working to integrate technology with math-science instruction, while the 

other follows a computer-literacy approach to technology (that is, students 

learn to use traditional software tools as a separate curriculum strand).

Teaching experience of the sample respondents .

Teachers who report teaching math comprise 63% (n=109) of the

sample; those teaching science comprise 51% (n=87). Note that in all but one 

school, one or more teachers reported teaching both math and science. Thirty
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teachers also reported teaching computers/program m ing. The question  was 

included to identify and eliminate any respondent who only taught computers 

without also teaching math or science. All o f those who reported teaching 

com puters/program m ing were also math teachers. No further analysis was 

done co n ce rn in g  the com pute r /p rog ram m ing  teachers.

With few exceptions, teachers responding to the survey instrument 

reported that they teach or have taught at multiple grade levels, with 

approximately 85% reporting experience at each grade level 9-12.

Those who have been teaching more than 10 years represent 78% of the 

sample. Another 7% report teaching 7-10 years, 5% report teaching 4-6 years; 

and 10% report teaching 1-3 years.

Computer usage of the sample respondents.

More than 1/3 of the sample report that they have been using 

computers for more than 10 years, but only 11% have been using computers in 

instruction for more than 10 years. Those with no computer experience 

comprise only 6% of the respondents, but an additional 32% have never used 

com puters in instruction. Figure 1 indicates non-instructional vs. 

instructional use of computers by respondents. It is important to note that, 

while 59 respondents have been using computers for more than 10 years, only 

19 of those have been using computers in instruction for that amount of time 

and an additional 21 have been using computers for more than 7 years.
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Figure 1

General  vs. Instructional  Use of Computers bv Respondents

M ore

l Any Purpose

U nstucfonal

Years Using

A surprisingly high percentage (56%, n=97) of teachers responding to 

the survey report that they are already using computers in instruction in a 

manner consistent with recommendations by standards bodies, such as NCTM 

and AAAS. Those practices included

• ca lculation  (33%)

• using spreadsheets /graphics  to m anipulate/v isualize data  (31%)

simulation of scientific phenomena (21%)

• inquiry (20%)

• m icrocom puter-based  laboratory experim en ta t ion  (16% )

• mathematical and scientific problem solving (15%)

• mathematical modeling (15%)

• network science (9%)

However, the two most common computer-based instructional practices 

reported by respondents are

• drill and practice (45%)
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• educational games (39%)

Those using computers in instruction average two different uses, with 

three being the most common number of computer-based practices. The 

distribution of those using computers in instruction, by subject taught, is 

represented in Table 7.

Table 7

Math and Science Teachers Use of Computers in Instruction

Subject Taught Using Cbmputers Not Using in Total by Subject

in Instruction Instruction

M a th e m a t ic s 59 50 109

S c ie n c e 55 32 87

Total 97 75 172

Computer expertise of  the sample respondents.

Teachers’ self-reported expertise with computer software is generally 

higher for those using computers in instruction compared with those not 

using computers in instruction, although the difference should not be 

interpreted as causative. Teachers were asked to report their level of expertise 

with various types of software using a four-point scale, as follows:

4 - Expert use it with confidence and make use o f  most features

3 - Intermediate know just enough to use it productively

2 - Novice have used it some but need practice/support to use productively

1 - None never used the technology
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Major findings in regard to computer expertise were the following:

• Those who use computers in instruction report intermediate-to-

expert level competence with word processing (mean=3.4) and with 

no other type of software. Non-users do not report higher than 

intermediate level expertise with any software.

• Those who use computers in instruction report intermediate level

com petence with spreadsheet, (mean=2.79), graphics (mean=2.72), 

drill and practice software (mean=2.77), database (mean=2.72), and 

electronic reference tools (mean=2.52). Non-users report this level 

only with word processing (mean=2.7).

• Users report novice-to-in term ediate  com petence with electronic

mail (mean=2.43), problem-solving software (mean=2.36), 

program m ing (mean=2.36), s imulation software (mean=2.27),

drawing (mean=2.24), modeling (mean=2.21), and microcomputer- 

based laboratories (mean=2.04). Non-users report this level of

expertise with only spreadsheet (mean=2.14) and database

(m ean = 2 .0 4 ) .

• Users report novice-level expertise with multimedia tools

(mean=1.99), network science (mean=1.78), and authoring software

(mean=1.77). Non-users report this level or less for all other types of

s o f tw a re .

Across the four software indices, instructional users and non-users are

compared in Figure 2. Instructional computer users report the highest level

of expertise with Data Manipulation Tools (mean=2.70), followed by Publishing 

Tools (mean=2.48), Math-Science Curriculum Software (mean=2.17), and 

P rogram m ing/A uthoring  (mean=1.98). N on-instructional users report the 

least experience with Math-Science Curriculum Software, with means as
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follows: Data Manipulation Tools (mean=1.98), followed by Publishing Tools

(m ean = l .83), P rogram m ing/A uthoring  (m ean=1.46),  and M ath-Science 

C urricu lum  Software (mean=1.38).

Figure 2

Expertise  Across Software Indices  

Instructional  Users vs. Non-Users

4
3.5 

3
2.5 

2
1.5 

1
D ataT ods Cirriculum Publishing Proganm ing

Software Tods

Overall, teachers responding to the survey reported greater familiarity 

with computers than expected. From informal discussion with teachers, it was 

anticipated that 50-75% of the population would report computer literacy, 

mainly experience with traditional tools (word processing, database, 

spreadsheet, drawing, and electronic mail) and that only 10-20% of the 

population would report using instructional technology in line with standards. 

In fact, the number of math-science teachers who report using computers in 

instruction is greater than 50% of respondents. Even teachers not using

computers in instruction report that they use computers for other purposes, 

with the exception of 10 respondents (6% of respondents), who report that 

they do not use computers for any purpose.

.11.1
,11 ■  Inst ructional 

U sers
■  N on-U sers
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Relevance of  Software to Math-Science Curriculum and Instruction

This section presents the findings for Survey Question 1, designed to 

measure teachers’ perception of the relevance of various types of software to 

math-science curriculum and instruction. The results show differences in

familiarity with software between instructional users and non-users. The 

results show that the two indices for Data Manipulation Tools and Math-Science 

Curriculum Software are perceived by instructional users and non-users alike 

to have the highest relevance to math-science curriculum. The results also 

indicate that teachers who use computers in instruction d iffer significantly 

from their peers in their perceptions concerning relevance of software to

curriculum, placing higher importance on most types o f  software in regard to

use in the curriculum. Appendix E gives the mean and standard deviation for 

users’ and non-users’ responses to items and indices for Survey Question 1 

(relevance of software to curriculum) and Survey Question 2 (importance in 

in itia l  tra in ing).

Familiari ty with__ software,

The research anticipated that a large number of respondents would be 

unfamiliar with some types of software, and field tests of the survey 

instrument bore out this concern. Accordingly, respondents were instructed 

to leave blank any items that they were unfamiliar with. Overall, as expected, 

those teachers using computers in instruction had much greater familiarity 

with all types of software than did non-users. Teachers were least familiar 

with Multimedia Tools (22 users and 36 non-users left this item blank) and 

Authoring software (24 users and 34 non-users left this item blank). About 

one-third of non-users were unfamiliar with simulation software (n=23) and
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microcomputer-based laboratories (n=26). On average, 10% o f  users (n= 10) left 

an item blank, while 21% o f  non-users (n=16) left an item blank.

For purposes o f  analysis of Survey Question 1, the mean response for 

each group o f  users was substituted for blank responses.

Software, indices— and— relevance o l  software  math-science

c u r r i c u l u m .

Survey Question 1 asked math-science teachers to rate the relevance to 

curriculum o f  various types o f  software, using four response categories, as 

fo llow s:

4 - Very Important The software is highly re levant to math/science

curricu lum  and in s tru c t io n

3 -Im portan t  The software is not directly related to

math/science curriculum, but could be used to 

en h an ce  m a th /sc ien ce  in s t ru c t io n

2 - Somewhat Im portant The software may be used to support instruction

but would not be used with students in the 

c l a s s r o o m / l a b

1 - Unimportant The software is not likely to be used by a high

school m ath /sc ience  teach e r

The question consisted o f  IS items with several from each o f  the four 

software indices, as follows:

Data M anipulation Tools:

B- D a ta b a s e  

C- S p r e a d s h e e t  

E- G r a p h i n g / C h a r t i n g
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Math-Science  Curriculum Software:

G- M ic ro c o m p u te r -b a se d  L aborato r i es  

H- M o d e l i n g  

J -  P r o b l e m - s o l v i n g  

N- S i m u l a t i o n

0-  Network Science 

Publishing Tools:

A-  Word Processing 

D- Electronic Mail 

F- D r a w i n g

1- Mul timedia Tools

M - E l e c t r o n i c  Reference  

P r o g r a m m i n g / A u t h o r i n g :

K- S c r i p t i n g / A u t h o r i n g  

L-  C o m p u te r  P rogramming 

An intercorrelation matrix of items was prepared for teachers’ 

responses to Survey Question 1, and additive indices were developed to provide 

data reduction (see Appendix D). Data analysis indicated that the teachers who 

responded to the survey perceive 4 groups of software items, which 

correspond to the 4 software indices above. In order of perceived relevance to 

math-science curriculum,  they are: Data Manipulation Tools,  Math-Science

Curr iculum Sof tware,  Publishing Tools,  and Programming/Author ing.

Individual items within each index are somet imes highlighted in the

discussion that follows, when considering priorities or starting points for 

ins truct ional  use and associated training.
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R elevance to curricu lum .

Teachers who report that they already use computers in instruction 

rated the Data Manipulation Tools index and the Math-Science Curriculum 

Software index Important-to-Very-Important (that is, greater than 3 out of 4) 

in regard to relevance to math-science curriculum. One individual item from 

the Publishing Tools index, word processing also received a rating greater 

than 3. Table 8 indicates the relative importance placed on each index, with 

Word Processing singled out for its importance.

Table 8

Softw are with Greatest Relevance to M ath-Science Curriculum

I n d e x Mean (St.Dev)

Data Manipulation Tools 3.37 (.57)

Math -Science  Curriculum Software 3.29 (.55)

Word Processing (from Publishing Tools Index) 3.11 (.81)

Publ ishing Tools (including Word Processing) 2.74 (.61)

P r o g r a m m i n g / A u t h o r i n g 2.31 (.77)

Although it was expected that Math-Science Curriculum Software would 

be rated highest, it is not surprising to find that Data Manipulation Tools and 

Math-Science Curriculum Software are perceived to be of highest importance 

or  greates t relevance in math-science instruction. However,  it is interest ing 

to find word processing so high in the list of relevance to curriculum. 

Evident ly,  teachers feel that word processing is valuable directly in teaching 

math and science, not just as a tool for teachers to prepare instructional 

materials.  This may reflect teachers’ emphasis on the importance of

communicat ing scientific findings and teaching the language of mathemat ics.
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Differences in perceived relevance for instructional users

and non-users.

Teachers who are not using computers in instruction ranked the indices 

in the same order but with consistently lower scores for importance/  

relevance to curriculum. They rated Data Manipulation Tools highest 

(mean=3.19),  followed by Math-Science Curriculum Software (mean=3.10),  

Publ ishing Tools (mean=2.45),  and Programming/Authoring (mean=2.10) .

The researcher performed ANOVA for the four indices to analyze 

difference in response between instructional users and non-users.  ANOVA 

indicated that users and non-users differed significantly in their perception 

of the relevance of Data Manipulation Tools, Math-Science Curriculum 

Software,  and Publishing Tools.

Relevance of data m anipulation tools.

All teachers responding to the survey, regardless of whether they use 

computers in instruction, gave the highest rating to Data Manipulation Tools 

in regard to relevance to the curriculum. However, ANOVA indicates that 

teachers  currently using computers in instruction rate Data Manipulat ion 

Tools significantly higher in relevance to math-science curriculum than do 

non-users,  as indicated in Table 9.
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Table 9

Analysis of Variance - Data Manipulation Tools Index

S u m m a r y

G r o u p s
U sers
N o n - u s e r s

C o u n t
97
75

S u m
982
719

A v e r a g e  
10.12 
9.58

V a r i a n c e
2.92
3.32

ANOVA
S o u r c e  o f  
V a r i a t i o n

S S d f M S F P - v a l u e

Between Groups  
Within Groups

12.36
526.02

1
170

12.36
3.09

3.99 .047

Total 538.38 171

Relevance a l  m ath-science cur r iculum so ftw are .

Teachers currently using computers in inst ruct ion rate Math-Science 

Curriculum Software as significantly higher in relevance to math-science 

curriculum than do non-users,  as indicated by Table 10.

Table 10

Analysis of Variance - Math-Science Curriculum Software Index

S u m m a r y

G r o u p s
U ser s
N o n - u s e r s

C o u n t
97
75

S u m  
1594 
1 161

A v e r a g e  
16.43 
15.48

V a r i a n c e
7.57
8.83

ANOVA
S o u r c e  o f  
V a r i a t i o n

S S d f M S F P - v a l u e

Between Groups 
Within Groups

38.24
1380.08

1
170

38.24
8.12

4.71 .031

Total 1418.32 171

Given that inst ruct ional -computer-users report  less than intermediate 

expertise with Math-Science Curriculum software and do not report using
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Math-Science Curriculum Software to any great  extent in their current 

teaching practice,  the difference may be attributed less to experience than to

simple awareness of newer curriculum software and its potential ef fectiveness 

in teaching math and science. The next section (Priorities for Software

Training for  Math-Science Curriculum and Instruction) notes that their 

percept ion of  the relevance of Math-Science Curriculum Software is paralleled 

by their s trong recommendat ion that Math-Science Curriculum Software 

receive priority in training to prepare computer novices to use computers in

i n s t r u c t i o n .

R e l e v a n c e  of  p u b l i s h i n g  too l s .

Teachers currently using computers in instruction also rate the 

Publishing Tools index as significantly higher in relevance to math-science 

curriculum than do non-users,  as indicated by Table 11.

T a b le  11

A na ly s i s  o f  V a r i a n c e  - P u b l i s h in g  T oo ls  In de x

S u m m a r y

G r o u p s
U ser s
N o n - u s e r s

C o u n t
97
75

S u m
1330
917

A v e r a g e  
13.7 
12.2

V a r i a n c e
9.33
6.28

A N O V A
S o u r c e  o f  
V a r i a t i o n

S S d f M S F P-  v a l u e

Between Groups 
Within Groups

92.21
1360.61

1
170

92.21
8.00

11.52 .0008

Total 1452.83 171

Computer -us ing teachers,  in contrast  to their non-computer-us ing 

peers,  apparently perceive that Publishing Tools have greater relevance in 

teaching students to communicate their scientific ideas and findings and to
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express the language of mathemat ics and their understanding of mathemat ical  

c o n c e p t s .

Results in regard to network science and programming.

Two surprises in the overall assessment of relevance of software to 

curriculum were the low scores given to two individual items: Network Science 

from the Math-Science Curriculum Software index and Programming 

Languages  from the Programming/Author ing index. Even teachers  current ly 

us ing computers in instruction rank Network Science lower than word 

processing as an instructional technology. This assessment is in spite of 

exemplary network science programs in the region, such as Simmons College 

“Environet ,” TERC-sponsored “GlobalLab,” and MEC-sponsored “(R E M S )^ .”

Teachers placed an even lower value on network science’s underlying 

technology, electronic mail (mean=2.42,  the second lowest scoring item of  the 

15 items in Survey Question 1). In practice, only 9 %  of teachers (n=15) report 

that they have their students exchange data with students in other schools,  the 

lowest usage of the 14 items measured in Survey Question 5. It will be 

interesting to see if this figure increases and if the value placed on 

networking rises as more schools become users of h igh-bandwidth,  graphical- 

user-interface access to Internet, such as that only recently made possible by 

MECnet,  MEOL,  and other networking initiatives in the region.

Another  surprisingly low score was that given to Programming 

Languages.  Teachers currently using computers in instruction rated 

P rogramming hal fway between “Somewhat  Impor tant” and “ Important ,”

(mean= 2.51, standard deviation=.87). Non-users assign it a mean of 2.45 (.99). 

Programming techniques  are t radi tional ly associated with problem-solving 

and logic activities, as well as being a keystone in the discipline of computer
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science. Overall ,  Programming/Authoring tools were rated lowest in 

relevance to curriculum by both groups of teachers. In terms of the current

high school curriculum,  computer  science is normal ly an opt ional/elective

subject, and programming is sometimes addressed only as an Advanced 

Placement subject. This category may increase in perceived relevance as 

schools make greater use of software such as modeling and simulation, which 

employ sophisticated spreadsheet -based algorithms in their operation,  and 

which can be cus tomized and extended through programming and authoring 

features. It is apparent that few teachers are currently using these newer

curriculum packages (simulation 21% and modeling 15%), and it is likely that 

most use them only at an entry level at the present time.

Summary of software relevance to curriculum .

In summary,  teachers perceive a high degree of relevance to math- 

science curriculum, in order, for:

1 ) Data Manipulat ion Tools, particularly spreadsheet  and 

g r a p h i n g / c h a r t i n g  so f tw a r e

2) Math-Sc ience  Curr iculum Software

3) Word Processing,  from the Publishing Tools index

There are significant differences in perception of relevance of

software to curriculum between teachers who are currently using computers 

in instruction and those not using computers in instruction, as indicated in 

Table 12. Users perceive significantly higher relevance than do non-users in 

regard to Data Manipulation Tools,  Math-Science Curriculum Software,  and 

Publishing Tools.

The reasons for measur ing differences in perceived relevance between 

instructional users and non-users were to determine if users had greater
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awareness o f  newer Math-Science Curriculum Software and to understand how 

non-users’ preconceptions would need to be addressed.  It appears that 

instructional users,  even though they do not have much experience with 

Math-Science  Curriculum Software, are more familiar with this class of  

software and perceive that it is highly relevant to math-science curriculum. 

Non-users,  on the other hand, place generally less importance on all types of 

software,  although they see that Data Manipulation Tools and Math-Science 

Curr iculum Software have greatest relevance to math-science curriculum. 

Table 12

Com parison of Instructional Users vs. Non-Users Concerning  

RAle.yan.ee of Software— til__M ath-Science Curriculum

Software Index Instructional

Users

Non-

Users

Mean

Difference

F

Data  Manipula t ion 

Tools

3.37 3.19 .18* 3.99

M a t h - S c i e n c e  

C ur r i cu lu m  Sof tware

3.29 3.10 .19* 4.71

Publ i sh ing Tools 2.74 2.45 29** 1 1.52

P r o g r a m m i n g /

A u t h o r i n g

2.31 2.1 .21 3.48

* significant at the p <.05 level 

** significant at the p <.01 level

Given t eachers ’ relative inexper ience wi th Math-Science Curriculum 

Software,  further research might test for increases in perceived relevance for
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Math-Science  Curr iculum Software,  particularly network science,  and, 

possibly,  for  Programming/Author ing Tools.

Responses by teachers already using computers in instruction indicate

that, within the Data Manipulation Tools, highest importance is assigned to

Graphing/Char t ing (mean=3.71) and Spreadsheet (mean=3.40) ,  with less 

importance given to Database (mean=3.02). It appears that the single most

valuable investment for high school math-science curriculum at this time is a

spreadsheet  package wi th graphing/char t ing  capabi l i ty.

Priorities for Initial Software Training for M ath-Science  

C u r r icu lum and I ns t ruc t ion

Teachers were asked in Survey Question 2 to indicate their priorities for 

initial t raining— that is, training for computer novices to prepare them to use 

computers in instruction. It was expected that a different set of priorities 

would emerge for those already using computers in instruction,  perhaps 

aligned with their current level of expertise, and those not using computers in 

instruction,  perhaps aligned with traditional software tools (word processing,

database,  spreadsheet,  drawing,  and communicat ions).  However,  there were 

no statistically s igni ficant  differences in response between instructional

computer-users and non-users.  Respondents in both groups indicated they 

were in agreement on a set of priorities which was different from either set of 

expectations. Their priorities for technology training, as measured by the 

survey, are aligned with instructional computer-users’ percept ions  of what 

software is most relevant to math-science curriculum.

Table 13 indicates the relative priorities for the four indices of software 

for each group of respondents. Mean scores are based on a scale of 1 to 3, as 

fol lows:
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3 - High Priority The software is essential for the computer novice

in preparing for instructional use of computers

2 - Medium Priority The software might be used by the computer

novice for classroom/lab instructional use

1 - Low Priority The software probably should not be included in 

introductory training

Table 13

Lom narison— oi instructional users  

P rior it ie s  f a T r a i n i n a

vs. n o n -u s e r s  uonL££U1U18

Soflxacfi-LDdfix Institutional

ilssrs

liouz.

USMS

Mean

JXfffiCfinSO*

E

Data Manipulation 2.55 

Tools

2.46 .09 .46

M ath -Science  2.43 

Curriculum Software

2.46 .03 1.85

Publishing Tools 2.23 2.16 .07 .95

P r o g r a m m in g /  1.76 

A u th or in g

1.72 .04 .36

a None of these were significant at the p <.05 level

ANOVA was performed for each index. No significant difference was 

found between users and non-users for any of the 4 indices.

What is interesting about the perceived priorities of the software 

indices for Survey Question 2 is that they match the order of relevance to
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curr iculum indicated by computer-us ing teachers in response to Survey 

Quest ion 1, in which Data Manipulation Tools and Math-Science Curriculum 

Software were perceived to have highest  relevance to curriculum and 

Programming/Author ing were perceived to have the least relevance.

The order of priority does not match the order of users’ expertise with 

computer  software (Figure 2). Users’ reported expertise with Math-Science 

Curriculum Software (mean=2.17) is less than both Data Manipulation Tools 

(mean=2.70) and Publishing Tools (mean=2.48).  Neither group of respondents 

places highest  priority on training with traditional tools (word processing,  

database ,  spreadsheet ,  drawing,  and communicat ion) ,  where inst ruct ional  

users mean=2.51 and non-users mean=2.43.  The reason for examining the 

di fference in response for instructional users v e r s u s  non-users was to see 

what  expectations non-users had regarding training needs. It was expected 

that non-users would call for training with traditional tools as the preferred 

start ing point. The findings indicate that their perception of training needs is 

consis tent  with perceived importance of software to the math-science 

curriculum.  In short, their expectations,  like those of their instructional- 

computer-us ing peers, are well matched to priorities for instructional use of 

compu te rs  in math-science curr iculum.

H ighest priority; data m anipulation tools.

Teachers  currently using computers in instruction assign higher  

priority to training with Data Manipulation Tools (mean=2.55) than with Math- 

Science Curriculum Software (mean=2.31).  Teachers not currently using 

computers  in instruction assign equal priority (mean=2.46) to t raining with 

Data Manipulation Tools and Math-Science Curriculum Software. The two
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groups are not significantly different,  in a statistical sense, in their responses

on either index.

Examination of  individual software topics shows an interesting 

difference between instructional users and non-users.  Those current ly using

computers in instruction rank spreadsheet as a training topic much higher

than do non-users (3rd out of 15 items, compared to 7th out of 15). In fact,

non-users rank spreadsheet below database in priority. Again, users place

strong emphasis on the use of spreadsheet in teaching math and science. As

with Survey Question 1, where users indicated the relevance of software to 

math-science curriculum,  it appears that spreadsheet software with

chart ing/graphing capabi li ty is the single best inves tment  in software and 

training for math and science instructional use at the secondary level.

C om peting priority: m ath-sc ience  curricu lum  softw are.

Math-Science Curriculum Software is perceived as second in importance 

for training to prepare novices for instructional use of computers.  Further 

examination of  the data for this index yielded interesting results.

Additional analysis was done to determine whether math teachers using 

computers in instruction had a different set of priorities from science 

teachers using computers in instruction, in regard to training with Math-

Science Curriculum Software. The study was not specifically designed to elicit

such differences; all teachers were asked to respond for both math and 

science. However,  a ranking of individual items within the Math-Science 

Curriculum Software index indicates that the top priorities are different by 

discipline. Table 14 indicates math teachers’ emphasis on modeling software 

and science teachers ’ emphasis  on microcomputer-based laboratories.
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Table 14

Priorities for Math vs. Science Teachers

Regarding T ra in ing_with Math-Sci.enc.e Cu rr iculum Software

M a t h Mean (StDev) S c i e n c e M e a n ( S t D e v )

M o d e l i n g 2.64 (.51) Problem  So lv in g 2.63 (.48)

Problem  Sol v i ng 2.63 (.55) S i m u l a t i o n 2.43 (.55)

S i m u l a t i o n 2.31 (.63) M i c r o c o m p u t e r - 2.40 (.69)

based Lab

The data indicates that computer-using math and science teachers 

perceive Math-Science Curriculum Software as having high priority for

training, although they do not agree on w h i c h  Math-Science  Curriculum

Software topics are most important. The data suggests that, while Math- 

Science Curriculum Software is highly relevant to the curriculum, the Math-

Science Curriculum Software of choice for particular subjects differs. Hence, 

training needs di ffer  within the index of Math-Science Curriculum Software,

depending on the discipline being taught. This is a reasonable assumption.

After all, it does not make sense for an Algebra I teacher to make use of a 

microcomputer-based lab, or for a Biology teacher to make use of algebra 

modeling software,  al though each type of software is highly relevant in 

context and likely to constitute a training priority for teachers in a particular 

d i s c i p l i n e .

The apparent d isagreement  between math and science teachers 

concerning specif ic priori ties for training with Math-Science  Curriculum 

Software is understandable.  As teachers become more familiar with Math- 

Science Curr iculum Software,  the importance of Math-Science  Curriculum
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Software as an index may rise and there may be more discernment among 

respondents concerning which software should receive priority. Future

research in this area should be designed to elicit differences by discipline.

Priority of word processing and other publishing tools.

Publishing Tools as a whole are ranked third in priority among the four 

indices. However,  Word Processing is rated in the top five individual topics by 

all respondents.  This priority could be attributed wholly to the usefulness in

preparing ins truct ional  materials and professional  documents.  However,  the 

emphasis is also mirrored in computer-using teachers’ perceptions of  the

relevance of word processing to curriculum, noted in Survey Question 1.

Lowest  p r io r i ty ;____p r ogram m ing /au thor ing .

As was the case with teachers’ perceptions of relevance to curriculum,

Programming/Author ing tools are rated lowest  in priority for initial t raining 

to prepare computer  novices to use computers in instruction. This result is not 

surprising. It is interesting, though, that some training models put forth ten

or more years ago, such as the State of  California (CA, 1995) indicated that 

P ro gramm ing/ Author ing was an e s s e n t i a l  topic to prepare teachers for 

inst ruct ional  use of computers.

Softw are topics for initial training.

From the responses by teachers participating in the survey, it appears

that an initial training program that features

• spreadsheet  and graphics from the Data Manipulation Tools index

• one discipl ine-specif ic Math-Science  Curr iculum Software package
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• word processing from the Publishing Tools index

is the preferred approach to preparing computer novices to use computers in 

i n s t r u c t i o n .

Summary of Differences in Response Between Users and Non-users

The study was designed to measure teachers’ perceptions of relevance of 

various types of software to math-science curriculum (Research Question 1), 

teachers’ priorities for initial training (Research Question 2), and the

dif ferences  in response between teachers currently using computers  in 

instruction and those not using computers in instruction (Research Question

3). The differences noted between ins truct ional -computer-users  and non

users have been discussed in each of the major sections above in regard to 

Research Questions 1 and 2. This section summarizes those differences.

The number of instructional computer users in the sample was much 

higher than expected (56%, n=97) and was evenly distributed among math and 

science teachers (Table 7) and across grade levels. The proportion of users at 

individual schools ranged from a low of 33% to a high of 100%. Users reported

significantly greater level of expertise than non-users with all types of

software,  including traditional software tools. Many teachers who report that

they have been using computers generally for many years also report that

they do not currently use computers in instruction. Further research might 

investigate if this is due to limited instructional comput ing resources in the 

respondents’ schools, to computer training that has focused on productivity 

rather than on instructional use of computers,  or some other cause.

In regard to software relevance,  users perceive signi ficant ly higher 

relevance than do non-users in regard to Data Manipulation Tools,  Math- 

Science Curriculum Software, and Publishing Tools. Respondents indicate
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three tiers of relevance,  with Data Manipulation Tools and Math-Science 

Curriculum Software having the highest relevance to math-science 

curriculum;  Publishing Tools having moderate re levance to math-science 

curriculum;  and Programming/Author ing tools having the least relevance to 

math-science curriculum.  This ranking also applies to re spondents’ priorities 

for technology t raining.

There is no significant difference between users and non-users in 

regard to preferences for initial training. Respondents perceive that Data 

Manipulation Tools are highest  priority, followed by Math-Science  Curriculum 

Software and Publishing Tools. Math and science teachers who use computers 

in instruction report di fferent  priorities among individual examples  of Math- 

Science Curriculum Software by discipline. This is understandable,  since 

Math-Science Curriculum Software is discipline specific at the secondary 

l e v e l .

Finally, since users and non-users alike report  intermediate or higher 

level of expertise with word processing software (from the Publishing Tools 

index), while non-users report only novice level of competence or no 

experience with other types of  software, there would seem to be a greater need 

among non-users for training in spreadsheet  and graphing /char t ing  

software (from the Data Manipulation Tools index) among the population 

studied. Both users and non-users report novice level of  competence with 

Math-Science Curr iculum Software.  Training with Math-Science Curriculum 

Software should be designed for users and non-users alike, for this population, 

although it should be aimed at specific disciplines.
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Chapter 5

Im plications for Further Research and Practice

This chapter discusses the importance of the findings of the educational 

software survey in the context of the study, along with the wider implications. 

Limitations of the study are noted. Based on the findings and the limitations of 

the study, directions for further research are suggested.

S ignificance o f  the Findings In Relation to— tll£— Research Q uestions

The research study was designed to measure teachers’ perceptions of  

the relevance of various software to math-science curriculum at the high 

school level and to define the associated training needs for those teachers who 

are computer novices to begin using computers in instruction. It also explored 

the differences in response between those teachers already using computers 

in ways recommended by standards bodies and those teachers not currently 

using computers in instruction in order to characterize and address the 

expectations of non-users in regard to software relevance and associated 

training needs. The population chosen for the study were the math-science 

high school teachers in the Northeast PALMS region of Massachusetts, districts 

who have agreed to act as demonstration sites for effective practices in math 

and science teaching and learning.
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Eiamework £ui__ software  relevant to m ath-science

c u r r i c u l u m .

From the Findings of the research study, a framework emerges for 

classifying software that is relevant to math-science curriculum. The

framework suggested by the survey results, which measured math-science 

teachers’ perceptions of software relevance to math-science curriculum, is a 

modification of the software categories put forth in the literature, particularly 

Mass Ed Online’s classification of software according to usage. Simplifications 

to the Mass Ed Online categories were made, and 4 categories were found to be 

meaningful to math-science teachers for use in math-science curriculum and 

instruction. One category regarding Math-Science Curriculum Software was 

expanded as a result of the study.

The framework that emerges from the research study for math-science

curriculum is summarized in Table IS.
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Table 15

Relevance of Software for Math-Science Curriculum with Examples

R e l e v a n c e TvDe of Software ExamDles of Software

H i g h l y

R e l e v a n t

Data M anipulation Tools 

S p r e a d s h e e t  

G r a p h i n g / C h a r t i n g  

D a ta b as e

Excel

Excel

Clarisworks  Database

Mathi&cien cejQ irriculim i Software.

M o d e l i n g  

S i m u l a t i o n  

Prob lem  Solving 

Ne twork Science 

M ic ro co m p u te r -b ased  Lab

A lgebr a  Analy ze r  

Physics Explorer  

Decisions,  Decisions 

En v i r o n e t  

V e rn ie r  Universa l  

Lab o r a to ry  In ter face

R e l e v a n t P u b lish in g  T ools

Word Process ing 

Electronic Mail  

Mul timedia Tools 

Desk top Publ ishing 

Mul t im ed ia  Encyclopedia 

In t e r n e t  R e fe re n c e

Word Perfect

First Class Mail

H y p e r S t u d i o

P a g e m a k e r

E n c a r t a

N e t s c a p e

S o m e w h a t

R e l e v a n t

P r o g r a m m i n g / A u t h o r i n g

Scr ip t ing  Langu ages  

Author ing Tools 

P r o g r a m m i n g  L angua ges

H y p e r T a l k  

Toolbox 

Pascal; C++
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The f ramework for software relevant  to math-science curr iculum gives 

fur ther definit ion to the category of  Math-Science Curriculum Software by 

encompass ing  the remarkable development  of Math-Science Curr iculum 

Software in the last dozen years. At the time of the NSF-supported SAMSON 

study (Tinker,  1984), commercial software development  for math and science 

was limited, and most math-science software curriculum was of the “drill and 

pract i ce” variety. To day ’s software offerings for math-science curriculum 

include powerful  modeling, such as Lo ga l’s Inventor series; micro-computer-  

based laboratories,  such as Vernier’s Universal  Laboratory Interface; 

problem-solving software, such as “Decisions,  Decisions: The Envi ronment” ; 

s imula tion software, such as Logal’s Explorer series; and network projects,  

such as GlobalLab and Environet for data exchange and inquiry.

Yet software relevant to math-science curriculum goes beyond that 

developed specifically for math-science skill development  and concept  

development.  According to teachers who participated in the PALMS 

Educat ional  Software Survey, Data Manipulation Tools, such as spreadsheet,  

graphing/char t ing  software, and database are highly relevant to the math 

and science curriculum. In fact, participants in the research study rated Data 

Manipula t ion Tools slightly higher than Math-Science Curriculum Software,  

in terms of relevance to math-science instruction.

Teachers participating in the research study also noted that other 

commercia l ly  available tools are relevant to the math-science curriculum.  

Publishing Tools,  such as word processing,  electronic references, and 

mul t imedia  tools,  were rated Important to math-science curriculum and 

i n s t r u c t i o n .
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Final ly,  teachers perceived that the ca tegory Programming/Author ing  

Tools is lowest in importance to high school math-science curriculum.

Teachers not currently using computers in instruction place less 

impor tance overall  on software,  although they perceive Data Manipulat ion 

Tools as most relevant and Programming/Authoring as least relevant,  as do 

their ins truct ional -computer-using peers. This finding indicates a 

manageable difference between the two groups, and it is reasonable to assume 

that non-users’ perception of the relevance of  software to curriculum will 

increase as they learn more about software in the context of instructional use.

The framework in Table 15 meshes with the Mass Ed Online 

classification of software, from which it was drawn. The study validates that 

categories such as Data Manipulation Tools and Publishing Tools are 

meaningful  to math-science teachers; adds a category for

Programming/Author ing;  and, most  important ,  gives richness and defini tion 

to the category Math-Science Curriculum Software.

Extensions to m ath -sc ien ce-sp ec if ic  and general com petency

m odels  tux:__ technology training.

The study also adds to current  understanding concerning technology 

t raining for math-science teachers.  The research study does not contradict

existing models for technology training, but the findings do extend the Math- 

Science-Speci fic and General  Competency models for technology training in a

way that shows both models in a broader context.

The Math-Science-Specific Model discussed at length in Chapter 2 

advocates training exclusively for math and science teachers focused on 

specific curriculum objectives and using software that is highly relevant to

the curriculum. This model has been shown to be a powerful element in
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professional development  for instructional use of computers.  Its weakness is 

that it does not look at professional development in the broader context of 

technology integration across the K-12 curriculum or in conjunct ion with 

t raining for teachers from other disciplines.

The research study updates and extends this model. In terms of Math- 

Science Curriculum Software,  several new types of software have become 

widely available since the studies done five years ago. For example, Logal’s 

modeling and simulation software for math and science have come on the 

market in the last two years. Increased access to Internet has made network

science more accessible to students in the last five years.

The Math-Science-Speci fic Training model is also extended through the 

research study to include more software tools and to overlap with tools 

t raining for teachers in other disciplines.  The Math-Science-Specific 

Training model has noted the importance of data manipulation tools for math-

science instruction, and it has noted the usefulness of word processing for

teacher productivity and preparation of instructional materials.

The research study indicates that word processing and other Publishing

Tools are also important to student learning. These tools can be used in 

instruction as vehicles for students to communicate their ideas and to

demonst rate knowledge.  In addition,  new electronic research/ reference

tools,  such as multimedia encyclopedias,  reference works including “A.D.A.M.”

and “BodyWorks ,” and the visually-rich resources available through the 

World Wide Web, including Harvard Medical School’s “The Whole Brain Atlas” 

(h t t p : / / w w w .m e d .h a r v a rd . e d u /A A N L I B /h o m e .h tm l ) and “ In te rac t ive  Physics 

E x p e r i m e n t s ” ( h t t p : / / w w w . m i p . b e r k e l e y . e d u / p h y s i c s / p h y s i c s . h t m l ), br ing 

reference materials into the classroom.

http://www.med.harvard.edu/AANLIB/home.html
http://www.mip.berkeley.edu/physics/physics.html
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Programming/Authoring tools are rated lowest in priority for initial 

training to prepare computer novices to use computers in instruction. This 

result is not surprising. It is interesting, though, that some training models 

put forth ten or more years ago, such as the State of California (CA, 1995) 

indicated that Programming/Author ing was an e s s e n t i a l  topic to prepare 

teachers for instructional use of computers.

This f inding underscores the rapid changes  in instructional software 

and the impact on associated training needs. In a decade, for example, 

significant advances  have been made in Math-Science  Curriculum Software.  

Teachers responding the survey indicate that, even though they do not have 

much exper ience with Math-Science Curr iculum Software,  they perceive that

it is highly relevant to math-science curriculum and that it has high priority

for technology training for computer novices preparing to use computers in

i n s t r u c t i o n .

At the same time, many of the Math-Science Curriculum Software 

packages available today have powerful spreadsheets at their core, coupled 

with scripting capabilit ies that make it possible for teachers to customize and

extend the reach of the software package. For this reason, we may see, in 

several years time, that Programming/Authoring is once again considered an 

important topic for math-science teachers preparing to use software in 

i n s t r u c t i o n .

These extensions  to the Math-Science-Specific training model overlap 

with the training that could reasonably be made available to teachers in other

disciplines, for example,  training with Publishing Tools. The General

Competency training model stresses the importance of a variety of  tools for all 

teachers,  both for productivity and as an instructional technology.

Publishing Tools,  such as word processing,  interactive mul timedia reference
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works, electronic mail, and multimedia tools, are useful to teachers at all grade 

levels and in all curriculum strands, including math-science,  as the study 

indicates. Where the General Competency model has been weak is in the area 

of subject-specific approaches  to technology integration and associated 

training needs. The research study fleshes out the portions of the model 

relative to math-science curriculum at the high school level.

The General Competency Model has also failed to indicate the scope of 

initial training for classroom teachers or how much training is needed before 

one can expect teachers to begin using computers in instruction. This

dissertation suggests a strategy for initial training, in regard to secondary 

math and science teachers who are preparing to use computers in instruction.

Train ing s trateg ies far instructional use o f  com puters.

While training is not the complete answer to curriculum integration of

technology (OTA, 1995), it is considered one of the most efficient ways to 

prepare teachers for instructional use of computers (Sparks & Loucks-Horsley,  

1989). Schools have limited budgets for professional development,  and 

teachers have limited time to engage in training. The research study indicates 

that an expedient approach to technology training for computer-novice  math- 

science teachers consists of the following topics:

• Spreadsheet  and Graphing/Char t ing from the Data  Manipulat ion 

Tools index

Selected Math-Science  Curriculum Software

• Word Processing from the Publishing Tools index

Drawing from recommendat ions  for effective technology training

(Franklin & Strudler, 1990; Joyce & Showers, 1995; OTA, 1995), one possible

example of  such a training program for math-science teachers is a semester-
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long course of study that meets every two weeks, with the following topical

o u t l in e :

1 ) Orientation to instructional use of computers.  Hands-on with

mouse, menu, and windows. Demonstration of  software and 

overview of assignments.

2 )  Word processing fundamentals, with ongoing assignment of  a

professional  journal  focused on growing expert ise and ideas/plans 

for technology integration.

3 - 4 )  Spreadsheet  fundamentals with exercises geared to subjects taught  

by the participants,  including generat ion of graphs and charts.

5 )  Inquiry activities,  using data and informat ion from electronic

references,  leading to a written report that uses word processing, 

spreadsheet,  graphs, and charts. Interim ass ignment  of data 

gather ing,  due in spreadsheet form.

6 )  In-class scient ific/mathematical  report  us ing data and reference

mater ia l,  word processing, spreadsheet ,  and charts/graphs.  

Participants discuss ways to develop these skills in students.

7 - 8 )  Focus on math-science curriculum software selected by use in the 

department .  Participants generate and present  lesson plans and 

materials using tools that include those used in weeks 1-6.

Drawing from the framework of software relevant to math-science 

curriculum (Table 14), follow-on training for math and science teachers

might include the following:

• Advanced Training with Data Manipulat ion Tools,  including:

Use of spreadsheets to demonst rate mathemat ical  and scientific 

concepts (Tinker,  1994)
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Systems software, such as “Stella II” , for simulation and modeling 

(Zaraza, 1995)

• Advanced Training with Selected Math-Science Curriculum Software 

Packages ,  including:

Use of scripting capability to customize and extend the software 

Interdisciplinary units,  such as col laborat ion between Physics 

and Trigonometry (Mosto & Nordengren, 1995)

Strategies for training for the population represented by the 

s a m p l e .

Teachers who responded to the survey, users and non-users alike, 

reported intermediate or higher level of  expertise with word processing 

software. Teachers not currently using software in instruction reported only 

novice level of competence or no experience with other types of software. 

There would seem to be a greater need among non-users in the population 

studied for training in spreadsheet  and graphing/chart ing software.

Both users and non-users report novice level of competence with Math- 

Science Curriculum Software. Training with Math-Science Curr iculum 

Software could be designed to accommodate users and non-users alike for the 

population studied. It should be noted, however, that training with math- 

science curriculum software is cont ingent  upon selection of specific packages 

for individual schools and subjects.

It is sometimes desirable to extend the scope of training sessions to 

include more teachers— perhaps from other disciplines or from other schools. 

The following efficiencies are possible:
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• Training with tools— Data Manipulation Tools and Publishing T o o l s -

could be offered to teachers from other disciplines, as well as math-

science teachers,  with projects focused on curriculum.

• For Math-Science Curriculum Software, if a family of products is

selected (such as Logal or Vernier), training can be offered for the

Math- Science department(s) as a whole, with projects focused on

learning needs of specific subjects or student groups.

• Tra ining with particular Math-Science  Curr iculum Software

packages can be offered for teachers of similar subjects/grade levels

from other schools. In this regard, models used by Jurkat (1991) and 

Wil l iams-Roberston (1992) are especial ly relevant.

Limitations of the Study

The population for the study cannot be said to represent secondary

math-science teachers throughout the state of Massachusetts,  the New England

region, or the United States as a whole. However, the study was designed to 

elicit response from teachers who are using computers in line with 

recommendations from standards bodies, such as NCTM and AAAS, and, as such,

the respondents may be representative of computer-using teachers in a wider

region. Replication of the study is possible and would indicate if other 

computer-us ing math-science teachers have similar  percept ions of  software 

relevance and training priorities. Further research might also examine 

di fferences in response related to gender, years of teaching experience,  and 

subject  specia liza t ion.

It was a surprise to find so many math-science teachers (56% of the 172 

respondents,  n=97) already using computers in instruction for such purposes

as problem-solving,  modeling,  simulation, visualization, and calculation. The
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study was not designed to measure the extent to which teachers carry out these

practices.  That is, respondents who indicated they use spreadsheet and

visualization tools may only be using these tools with one group of  students on 

rare occasions, or they may be making widespread use of them with all of their 

students.  Further research should measure usage patterns and frequency.

In the same vein, the study did not examine contributing factors in 

computer use. These factors might include availability and nature of

technology training,  availability of hardware and software, availabil i ty of

technical  support,  and level of administrat ive support  for technology 

integration. While this information was not germane to the study, given the

high percentage of use, further research might examine whether these 

factors are present in schools where usage is high.

N o n -p a r t ic ip a t in g  high sc h oo ls .

Fifteen schools were asked to participate in the study, while only 11

actually responded to the survey. From conversations and interactions with

non-part ic ipat ing districts, the fol lowing were the reasons for non

p a r t i c i p a t i o n :

• in one case, departmental meetings were not held during the survey 

period, and the contact person was immersed in budgeting activities

during the same time

• one school has a history of antipathy with the sponsoring

o r g a n i z a t i o n

• two contacts who committed were unable to administer the survey

for unknown reasons

The first two of the four non-participating schools are known to make 

use of  math-science curriculum software. One of these two districts makes use
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of  graphing software and interactive physics software in a nationally- 

publicized interdisciplinary unit (Mosto & Nordengren, 1995). The second

school is aggressively building its capacity to use microcomputer-based 

laboratory software and probes with its science program.

The other two non-participating schools use technology to some degree. 

Conversations and interactions with individuals at these schools suggest that 

the level of  expertise among the high school math-science teachers is similar 

to other schools who participated in the survey. One of the schools is actively 

working to integrate technology with math-science instruction,  whi le the 

o ther follows a computer-l i teracy approach to technology (that is, students 

learn to use traditional software tools as a separate curriculum strand).

Districts undertaking Lll£ recommended strategy .

At least one district responding to the survey is at the beginning stage 

of implement ing a technology training program that closely parallels the 

training strategy recommended by the study. In regard to their participation 

in the survey, most teachers indicated at the time of the survey that they were 

novices with computers,  and they were anticipating imminent  placement of  a 

computer in each of their classrooms. It would be interesting to see how their 

responses, particularly in regard to usage, differ after one or two years of 

t raining and c lassroom appl ication.

G rap hin g  ca lcu la t o r s .

Another known limitation of the study was its exclusion of graphing 

calculators as a technology in support of math-science curriculum. The study 

was designed specifically for computer  software, al though the researcher 

recognizes that graphing calculators,  televised dis tance- learning programs,
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and non-compute r  inst rumentat ion such as microscopes  are all technologies 

that suppor t  math-sc ience  learning.

Im plications for Further Research

This section explores further research that is indicated by the study. 

Topics for further study are the following:

• Usage pat terns

• Effect  of training and other environmental  factors on 

ins t ruct iona l  use

• Dif ferences  in perception by technology coordinators ,

curr iculum coordinators,  and s taff developers

• Differences in usage over time

• Software relevance and training needs for other disciplines

• Impact of  instructional use of technology on student learning in

the context of systemic change

Usage Patterns.

Since the time of  the survey, the Northeast PALMS region has grown

from 15 to 30 school districts, many of whom are working to integrate

technology with math-science curriculum and instruction.  Further research 

with this populat ion could examine the usage patterns of technology in 

support of  math-science learning, in combination with such factors as

training, availabil ity of hardware and software,  technical support,  and

administrative support  for technology integration. Such a study might be

more quali tative in design. Informal discussion with those participating in

the current study suggests that department heads are knowledgeable about the 

extent to which their teachers are integrating technology,  the training
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available to them, and the constraints and pressures operating in their schools 

which influence the degree of computer integration. This suggests that in- 

depth discussion with these key individuals and observations over a period of 

time (such as one or more school years), rather than a one-time survey, will 

yield valuable information about the process and quality of technology 

i n t e g r a t i o n .

Effect of  training and other environmental  factors on 

in s t r u c t io n a l  use.

The study found that only 6% of respondents do not use computers for 

any purpose, while 32% use computers for some purpose but not for math- 

science instruction. It is unclear why these 32% are not using computers in

instruction. The reason may simply be lack of available hardware and 

software. It may also be that their training has not prepared them for 

instructional use. Perhaps they have learned productivity tools without 

considering  instructional applications or classroom  management. Perhaps 

their training did not address the benefits of teaching practices that 

incorporate technology. Further study should investigate this concern.

Dif ferences  in perception bv technology coordinators,  

curr iculum  coordinators,  and s ta f f  deve lopers.

The study chose classroom teachers as its population, rather than 

technology coordinators ,  curriculum coordinators,  or persons engaged in 

teacher education or inservice for math, science, or instructional technology. 

Further research might investigate d ifferences in the perceptions of these 

groups in the context of overall staff development planning or in the context 

of m ath-science education.
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O ther d i s c i p l i n e s .

The research study focused narrowly on high school math and science 

teachers in a particular geographic location. However, similar studies would 

be valuable for elementary and middle school instruction of math and science 

and for other disciplines. For example, word processing has been a mainstay 

in the teaching of writing and language arts, but newer software is available 

that affects the writing and research process, including the Publishing Tools 

studied here. Social Studies instruction also benefits from these tools, along 

with desktop video (Brown, 1995) and videoconferencing (LeBaron & 

Warshawsky, 1991). Foreign languages, the arts, health, and technology 

education are other curriculum areas with a growing list of curriculum 

software. Studies designed for these areas could validate and expand the Mass 

Ed Online classification of educational software (CELT, 1996) used as the 

starting point for this study, possibly providing a framework for software

integration across the K-12 curriculum.

Impact on student learning in context of  systemic change.

The research study did not address one of the most important aspects of 

technology integration-- impact on student learning. Given the degree of

usage already evident in the schools who participated in the study, and the

emphasis placed by PALMS on innovative instructional practices, including 

educational technology in support of  math-science curriculum  and

instruction, this area should be explored further.

It is also the case in Massachusetts that many high schools, including

some that participated in the study, have made or are considering a shift to

block scheduling as part o f the Mass Ed Reform initiative. For example,
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discussion with the 13 schools who participate in the Merrimack Education 

Center High School Restructuring Collaborative indicates that these schools 

are looking to project-based curriculum with technology integration as

important strategies. While it is difficult in these situations to isolate the 

impact of technology on student learning (Smith, 1988), the high cost of 

purchasing and supporting  technology infrastructure and the implications

for technology training and development of new instructional practices make

it highly desirable to assess the impact of technology on student learning in

math and science and in other curriculum strands.

Studies in this regard might follow the lead of the Center for 

Technology in Education (CTE, 1991), with the Design Experiments. In these 

studies, a conscious design for a new learning environment is formulated and 

developed, along with criteria for assessing the effectiveness, and a 

mechanism for adjusting the plan in process. The aim of such experiments is a

long-term change in the learning environment that has a positive impact on

s tu d en t  ach ievem ent.

Another approach to measuring impact of instructional technology on

student learning in mathematics is provided in Confrey, Piliero, Rizzuti, &

Smith (1995), who piloted a program for the Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow. 

Students were found to demonstrate increased understanding of mathematical 

concepts as a result of using multirepresentational software in a high school 

m athem atics  classroom .

Another possible approach is action research (Lieberman, 1992) with 

emphasis on high-order thinking, student engagement, and active 

construction  of knowledge.
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S u m m a r y

The research study asked high school math and science teachers in the

15 school districts of the Northeast PALMS region of Massachusetts to indicate 

their perception of the relevance of various types of software to math-science

curriculum. From the results, a framework classifying software according to

its relevance to math-science curriculum is put forth, which encompasses a

wide range of software tools (both Data Manipulation Tools and Publishing 

Tools) and M ath-Science Curriculum Software, along with Programming/ 

Authoring languages. The framework modifies and extends the Mass Ed Online

classification of educational software. Teachers were also asked to indicate 

their level of expertise with software and the priorities they perceive for 

training designed to prepare computer novices to use computers in 

instruction. From the survey results, a strategy for technology training has 

been proposed that extends the existing M ath-Science-Specific and General

Competency models for technology training. This research study has also 

noted directions for further research with PALMS schools, with teachers in 

other disciplines, and with students who are learning in environments that 

integrate technology in support of math-science curriculum.
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Appendix A

Categories of  Math-Science Software with Examples

G eneral C ategory Example Instructional Use (MS) 

Professional Use (PROF)

E x am p le

D ata M anipu la tion  

Tools

MS: test hypotheses; M ic ro s o f t

m athem atical m odeling; “ what W o rk s

i f ’ thinking; ca lcu la tion .

PROF: grading, budgeting. Excel

Database MS: Gather and analyze data; 

test hypotheses. PROF: 

inventory  equ ipm en t;  track  

in s truc t iona l  o b jec t iv es .

M ic ro so f t

W o rk s

Spreadsheet MS: mathematical modeling; 

“ what i f ’ thinking; 

s im u ltaneous  ca lcu la t io n .  

PROF: grading, budgeting.

Microsoft Excel

Charting/

Graphics

MS: visual representation of 

data and results; illustration of 

shapes and constructs;

PROF: reporting grades

Microsoft Excel
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G eneral Category

M a t h - S c i e n c e

C u r r i c u l u m

S o f tw a r e

Mathematical

problem-solving

General

problem-solving

Inquiry/

Modeling

Microcomputer- 

based labs

Simulation

Exam ple Instructional Use 

(MSI; Professional Use (PROF) 

MS; drill and practice; data 

analysis; logic; systems 

th inking; m odeling  and 

sim ula tion , investigation  o f  

math and science principles

MS: step-by-step procedure to 

accomplish a task

MS: thinking and reasoning 

s k i l l s

MS: investigation of complex 

re la t io n sh ip s  and 

m a th em a tica l  p r in c ip le s

MS: data acquisition and 

a n a l y s i s

MS: systems thinking, 

inves tiga te  sc ien tif ic  concepts

E x a m p l e  

Software Title

LOGO

The Factory

Decisions, Decisions: 

The E n v ironm en t

LOGAL Algebra 

A n a l y z e r

V e rn ie r  U n iversa l  

Lab In terface

LOGAL Physics 

E x p l o r e r

Network science MS: collect and analyze data TERC GlobalLab
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G enera l  Category Ex ample Instructional Use  (M S ) ;

Professional Use (PROF)

Exam ple Software

Pub lish ing  T ools

Word

Processing

MS: Writing reports, 

com m unicating  findings. PROF: 

preparing tests and materials; 

co m m u n ica t in g  with paren ts

M icrosoft Word

Electronic

Mail

MS: collaborative data collection 

and analysis; network research. 

PROF: support curriculum 

change ,  com m unica te  with 

c o l l e a g u e s

M i c r o p h o n e ,

First Class Mail

Electronic

Research/

Reference

MS: sound, visual, textual,

m o tion ,  research

PROF: educational research

M u l t im e d ia

E n c y c lo p e d ia

Internet MS: access to current, emerging 

d a t a

PROF: access to educational 

research , lesson plans, current 

p r a c t i c e s

World Wide Web, 

bu lle t in  boards

Hypermedia

Production

MS: Student multimedia reports 

PROF: presentations

H y p e rC a rd ,

Toolbox
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G eneral C ateeorv Example Instructional Use (M SI E x am p le

Professional Use (PROF1 Software Title

P r o g r a m m i n g

A u t h o r i n g

Computer

Languages

MS: computer science 

princip les;  logic

Pascal, C++, BASIC

Hypermedia

Authoring

MS/PROF: development o f  

in s t ru c t io n a l  packages

H y p e rT a lk ,

T oolbox
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Appendix B

Models  of  Technology Competency

This Appendix contains details of the general-competency models for 

technology training discussed in Chapter 2 o f  this dissertation proposal, 

models are presented in the order in which they appear in Chapter 2.

ISTE Foundation Standards:

1. Demonstrate ability to operate a computer system in order 

to successfully utilize software

2. Evaluate and use computers and related technologies to 

support  the instructional process.

3. A pply  current instructional p r inc ip les ,  research, and 

appropriate assessment practices to the use o f  computers 

and re lated technologies.

4. Exp lore ,  evaluate, and use com puter/technology-based  

m ater ia ls ,  including applica tions, educational software, 

and associa ted  docum entation.

5. Demonstrate knowledge o f  com puters for problem solving, 

da ta  co llec tion , in form ation  m anagem ent,  

com m unica tions ,  p resentations, and dec is ion  making.

6. Design and develop student learning activities that 

integrate computing and technology for a variety of 

student grouping strategies and for diverse student 

p o p u l a t io n s .

The
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7. Evaluate and select and integrate com puter /technology- 

based instruction in the curriculum o f  o n e ’s subject

area(s) and/or grade levels.

8. Demonstrate knowledge o f  uses o f  multimedia, hypermedia, 

and te lecom m unica tions to support instruction.

9. Demonstrate skill in using productivity tools for

professional and personal use, including word processing, 

database, spreadsheet,  and prin t/graphic u tilit ies .

10. Demonstrate knowledge o f  equity, ethical, legal and human 

issues of computing and technology use as they relate to 

society and model appropriate behaviors.

11. Identify resources for s taying current in applica tions of 

computing and related technologies in education.

12. Use com puter-based technologies to access inform ation to 

enhance personal and professional p roductiv ity .

13. Apply computers and related technologies to facilitate

emerging roles o f  the learner and the educator.

The Massachusetts Software Council (The Switched-On Classroom! identifies ten 

areas o f  training and staff development:

• In t ro d u c to ry  t ra in in g

• C om puter e th ics instruction

• Technology-specific training in the use o f  CD-ROM , computer 

graphics, networking, e-mail, databases, m ultim edia , and others

• Subject/grade level train ing, focusing on applica tions that are 

appropriate for specific subject areas or grade levels
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• Software courses in technology such as Windows, PageMaker, and 

H y p e rC a rd

• C urricu lum  w rit ing  courses  

D istance learn ing  in s truc tion  

C lassroom  m anagem ent strategies

• Technology as an assessment tool

• P rocess  t ra in in g

M errimack Education C en te r’s teacher technology com petencies:

• B asic

Use o f  CD-ROM and other interactive software packages in 

c lass ro o m  in s tru c t io n

Use o f  Software Tools with students to develop Student 

T echno logy  C om petencies

Use of Software Tools to enhance professional productivity 

and p repare  p resen ta t ions

Use of telecommunications for linking with students and 

teachers around the world

Use o f  laserdisk, VCR, and other technology in support of 

i n s t r u c t i o n

Use o f  electronic reference tools and strategies to guide 

students in responsible use of such tools

• A d v a n c e d

Use of Multimedia Tools and Authoring/Scripting to develop 

and custom ize Instructional Packages 

Use o f  Desktop Publishing tools/features to prepare high- 

quali ty  prin ted  com m unica t ion
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Use o f  multimedia packages to prepare non-print 

p resenta tions , oversee student m ultim edia  production 

Editing sound, image, and other non-text media for use in 

m u l t im e d ia /h y p e rm e d ia  p ac k a g e s

Provid ing  televised instruction , overseeing  student TV/film  

p r o d u c t i o n .

Use Internet reference tools/m aterials  and guide students in 

responsible use of such tools/materials.

The State o f  California faculty competencies:

Level I: Basic Awareness

• Can operate computer

Knows major parts of computer system 

Is able to use disk drives and printers 

Can use keyboard 

Can choose software

Knows sources of  courseware inform ation 

Can match software to applications 

Level II: Curriculum Awareness

• Can evaluate software

Can apply selection and evaluation criteria

Can determ ine relative effectiveness and appropriateness of

s o f t w a r e

• U nderstands basic computer operations and capabilities

Knows the functions o f  common operating systems 

Can perform basic disk and file management operations
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Level III: Technological Awareness

• Can use authoring languages or packages

Can prepare instruc t ional  spec if ications

Can use authoring programs to create simple drill and

prac t ice  rou tines

• Can write programs

Is able to use high-level program ming languages

Can translate instructional design specifications into

com puter code
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101 Mill Road, Chelmsford, Massachusetts 01824 508-258-3986 
FAX 508-258-8890

LJVLI
joAn 0. —rrrnm, U A  
Eiacuw* Owenr

Otraoor TactmoiOQr 8v«wra

October 17,1995

Dear Math/Science Teacher

As a Northeast Regional Provider for the Partnerships Advancing the I «m in j  of Math and 
Science (PALMS), Merrimack Education Center is pleased to sponsor this scholarly 
research on Instructional technology la support nf m eth/seleaea education.

The Northeast PALMS Region has earned a distinction during the past year for its mtwiHow 
to the crucial role of instructional technology in math/science education. Your school’s 
participation in PALMS demonstrates your commitment to innovative, high-quality math/ 
science education

It is important for us to understand the view of classroom teachers on the relevance of 
technology to math/science cuniculum-and to understand teachers’ priorities for training to 
incorporate technology in classroom instruction.

Your participation in this research will help PALMS Regional Providers, such as 
Merrimack Education Center, to offer timely and effective training in the use of technology 
for math/science education. It will also increase our common understanding of the 
importance of instructional technology for math/science education.

Sincerely.

Dr. Burton Goodrich
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Partnerships Advancing Learning  
of Math and Science (PALMS)

Educational Software Survey

To Teachers:

In your high school, some teachers may be experienced  u s i n g  
computers in instruction, while others may have little or no e x p e r i e n c e  
with computers. This survey asks you to reflect on the tra in ing  a m a t h  
or science teacher  needs in order to use com puters  in i n s t r u c t i o n ,
w hether in a classroom  or a lab setting. W hether  you have c o m p u t e r
experience or not, your answers will help us de term ine  priorities f o r  
technology tra in ing  for math and science teachers.

Please answ er the questions on this survey th o u g h tfu l ly  and h o n e s t l y .  
When an item is unfamiliar to you, leave it blank.

You should n o t  indicate your name on the survey. Your answers will b e  
trea ted  co n f id en t ia l ly .

When you have completed the survey, please return  it to your s u r v e y
administrator. Thank you for participating in this survey!

Catherine C ollier ,

Instructor, PALM S Educational Technology Program
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1. Some com puter software is highly relevant to math/science instruction at the
high school level. Some software may not be useful for classroom instruction but 
is useful in support o f  a teacher’s professional work— for example, to prepare 
instructional materials. For each type o f  software A -0  below, use a check mark (V) 
to indicate the importance of the software using the scale below. If you are not 
familiar with a particular item, you should leave it blank.

X f i l x J m j m c i a n l  - The software is h ighly  re levan t to m ath /sc ience
c u r r i c u l u m  at the high school level and could be u sed
with s tudents  in m ath /sc ience instruction

luuumtanl - The software is not directly related to m ath/science
c u r r i c u l u m ,  but could be used with students in the
classroom or lab to e n h a n c e m a t h / s c i e n c e  in s t ru c t io n  at
the high school level

S o m ew h a t  I m p o r t a n t - The software may be used to s u p p o r t  instruction (for
example, p reparation o f  instructional m ateria ls  o f  
tracking student progress)  but would not be used with 
s tudents in m ath /sc ience  instruction

L ln im fiO E ian l - The software is not likely to be used by a high school
m a th /s c ie n c e  t e a c h e r , either directly in instruction or
in support o f  instructional activities

Very
Important Important

Somewhat 
Imp a  tan t Unimportant (blank)

31% 35% 26% 4 % (4 % ) A. W ord Processing

28% 37% 22 % 2 % (.9%! B. D a ta b ase

42% 31% 11% 2 % C.8%1 C S p r e a d s h e e t

1.0.% 19% 34% 23% (1 5 % ) D. E lectronic  Mail

69% 24% 1 % 0% (3 % ) E. G raphs and Charts

14% 30% 27% 2.0% (9 % ) F. Drawing or Painting

42% 19% 11% 1 % (22%.) G. M ic ro c o m p u te r -b a se d  lab o ra to ry

41% 29% 13% 2% (15%) H. Software for Inquiry or Modeling

17% 28% 12% 4% (.34%) I. M u lt im ed ia /H yperm ed ia  T ools

53% 29% 8% 2% (8%) J. Software for Problem Solving

3% 15% 27% 22% (34%) K. S c r i p t i n g / A u t h o r i n g

19% 23% 22% 20% (1.6%) L. C o m p u te r  P ro g ram m in g

15% 35% 31% 1% (12%) M. Electronic Reference Tools (e.g., 
G ro l ie r ’s M ultim edia Encyclopedia)

27% 38% 1 2 % 4% (1 9 % ) N. S im ula tion  Software

26% 1 1 % 18% 5% (1 7 % ) Q Collaborative  science pro jec ts  
u s in g  te le c o m m u n ica t io n s
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2. High school math and science teachers may need different introductory computer 
train ing than other teachers. C onsider an introductory training program  for 
high school math and science teachers who are co m p u te r  novices , where such a
training would prepare them to use com puters  in instruction. For each of the
following topics, indicate the priority o f  the topic for introductory training. If
you are not familiar with a particular item, you should leave it blank.

H ish -E E io ii l j ! .  - The software is essential for the computer novice in
preparing for instructional use of computers. Study of
this software m u s t  be included in introductory training.

Mfidilllll-EEiQEilX. - The software might be used by the com puter novice for
classroom/lab instructional use. Study o f  this software
m i g h t  be included in introductory training.

Low P r i o r i t y  - The software probably should not be included in
introductory training (for example, an advanced topic).

High
Priority

Medium
Priority

Low
Priority (blank)

66% 28% 2% (3 % ) A. U sin g  p rob lem -so lv in g  so ftw are

48% 38% 9% (5.%1 B. Creating a spreadsheet

45% 39% &% (8% ) C Using an instructional package to simulate a 
system or a phenomenon (e .g .,  Gravity)

41% 40% 1 1 % (4 % ) D. Creating a database

28% 45%. 17% (10% ) E U sing electronic references, such as G rolier’s 
M ultim edia  E ncycloped ia

52% 31% 6% (U.%.) F. Using software to model math principles

31% 41.% 21% (8% ) G. Search ing  the Internet

1 % 22% 42% (3 0 % ) H. Using a scripting language to custom ize an 
in s tru ct ion a l package

10% 22% 44% (2 4 % ) I. Structured programming skills ,  such as FOR 
loops and FUNCTION calls

81% 17% 0 % (2 % ) J. Producing graphs and charts to show data

16% 33% 11% (LQ.%) K. Using a word processor’s formatting features

28% 40% 13% (19% ) L. U sin g  m ultim edia /hyperm edia  w ith  students  
to produce a presentation/report

27% 22% 13% (3 8 % ) M. U sin g  com puter-based sensors  (“probew are”)

30% 30% 15% (2 5 % ) N. U sin g  m ultim edia /hyperm edia  to d eve lop
in teractive instruction for s tuden t use
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3. Please rate your level o f  expertise with each of the following software by 
checking the category that best describes your knowledge of the 
technology. Use the rating scale below. If you are not familiar with a 
particular item, you should leave it blank.

EXPERT - use it with confidence and make use of most features

INTERMEDIATE - know just  enough to use it productively

NOVICE - have used it some but need practice/support to use
p r o d u c t i v e l y

NONE- never used the technology

EXPERT
INTER
MEDIATE NOVICE NONE (BLANK)

11% . 42% 19% 1 % 0 3 2 A. Word P rocessing

1.1% 30% 38% 17% ( 2 % ) B. D a tab ase

19% 27% 35% 16% L 2 % 2 C S p r e a d s h e e t

i n % 27% 22% 36% L 2% 1 D. Electronic Mail

1 2% 27% 40% 17% ( 4 % ) E. Graphs and Charts

6 % 23% 36% 31% ( 4 % ) F. Drawing o r  Painting

1 5 % 29% 27% 26% ( 4 % ) G. Drill & Practice Software

3 % 20% 22% . 4 2 % i l % l H. Software for Inquiry or Modeling

3 % 14% 2 7 % 4 1 % (9 % ) I. M u lt im ed ia /H y p erm ed ia  Tools

4 % 24% 2 2 % 1 1 % i l % \ J. Software for Problem Solving

3 % 9% 15% 57% (1 6 % ) K. S c r i p t i n g / A u t h o r i n g

1 2 % 18% 35% 30% i l % 2 L. C o m p u te r  P ro g ra m m in g

1 2 % 26% 31% 2 7 % (4 % ) M. Electronic Reference Tools (e.g., 
G ro lie r’s M ultim ed ia  Encyclopedia)

7 % 16% 29% 4 2 % N. S im ulation  Softw are

2 % 8% 24% 58% ( 7 % ) Q C ollaborative sc ience projects  
u s ing  te le c o m m u n ic a t io n s

7 % 12% 23% 4 2 % (2 % 2 P. M ic ro c o m p u te r -b a se d  lab o ra to ry
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4. B ack g ro u n d  In fo rm a t io n

A. How many years have you been using com puters  for anv purpose,

including this year?

( 0 )  2M sl ( 6 -1 0 )

12% ( 1 - 2 )  34% (more than 10)

19% ( 3 - 5 )

B. How many years have you been using com puters  in in s truc t ion ,

including this year?

(0 )  M i  (6-10)

M i  ( 1 - 2 )  M i  (more than 10)

M i  (3 - 5 )

C  How many years have you been teaching, including this year?

M i  (1 - 3 )  2 S l ( 7 - 1 0 )

5%  ( 4 - 6 )  78% (more than 10)

D. Which o f  the following subjects have you taught or do you currently 

teach? (check all that apply)

n=109 (63%) M a th

n=30 (17%) C o m p u t e r s / P r o g r a m m i n g

n=87 (51%) S c i e n c e

E. Which o f  the following grade levels have you taught o r  do you currently 

teach? (check all that apply)

n=148 (86%) Grade 9 n=147 (85%) Grade 11

n=150 (87%) Grade 10 n=143 (83%) Grade 12

If  you__hax£____ never_used_c o m p u te r s_____ in i n s t r u c t io n ,  p lease
r e t u r n  y o u r  s u rv e y  to  y o u r  su rv e y  a d m i n i s t r a t o r  a t  th is  time.
T h a n k  you  f o r  y o u r  p a r t i c ip a t io n !

If  you h a v e  used  c o m p u te r s  in  i n s t r u c t io n  in  th e  p a s t  a n d /o r  
c u r r e n t l y  u se  c o m p u t e r s  in  i n s t r u c t i o n ,  p l e a s e  a n s w e r  
Q u e s t io n  5 on  th e  n ex t  page.
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5. Do you now or did you in the past use computers with your students for the 
fo llow ing  in s truc t iona l  ac tivities?

YES NO

n=77 (45%) n=25_i l  5 3 )  A. Drill and practice

n=57 (33%) n = l  15 (67%) B. C a lc u la t io n

n=27 n=145 C Gather data with probes or sensors

n=67 (39%) n=105 (61%) D. Educational gam es

n=53 (31%) n = m . (69%) E. Manipulate data with a spreadsheet or database

P II U
*

90 (22%) n.=_m m m  F. C om pute r  p ro g ra m m in g

n=65 (38%! n=107 (62%) G. Writing or word processing

n=36 (21%) n=136 (79%) H. Simulate a system o r  phenomenon

n=26 (15%) n=146 (85%) I. C ollabo ra t ive  p ro b lem -so lv in g

n=35 (20%) n=I2L . m m  j . Inquiry (“ W hat i f . . .? ” th ink ing)

n=25 (15%) n=147 (85%) K. M athem atical M odeling

n=15 (9%1 n=157 (91%) L. Exchange data with students in other schools

n=32 (19%1 n=140 (81%) M. Produce prin ted  pub lica t ions

n=18 (10%) n=154 (90%) N. Produce n on-p r in t  presen ta tions  (e.g., m ultim edia

or video)

Thank you for complet ing this survey!

Please return your completed survey to your survey administrator
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